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Povzetek
V doktorskem delu z uporabo numeričnih simulacij na osnovi Landau-
de Gennes-ovega fenomenološkega pristopa preučujem strukture tekoče
kristalnih modrih faz (BP), omejenih s površinami v različnih geometrijah
in s specifično vzorčenim sidranjem tekoče kristalnih molekul. V prvem delu
disertacije raziščem obnašanje plasti modre faze BPII, ujete med vzporedni
površini s posebej načrtovanimi vzorci obdelave. Vzorce ustvarim z uporabo
treh tipov površinskega sidranja tekoče kristalnih molekul (močno in šibko
pravokotno sidranje ter močno usmerjeno planarno sidranje) na različnih
območjih površin. Izbrani periodični površinski vzorci v materialu vsilijo
nastanek dvodimenzionalnih kvadratnih in trikotnih mrež pol-skyrmionov.
Mreže vrtinčastih skyrmionskih struktur spremljajo singularni -1/2 ali
-1 linijski defekti, ki prav tako tvorijo pravilne kvazi-dvodimenzionalne
mreže. Takšne strukture bi lahko bile uporabne v fotonskih aplikacijah
kot so valovne ploščice in fotonski kristali. V drugem delu disertacije
numerično raziščem vijačne in robne dislokacije v ograjenih fazah BPI in
BPII ki jih karakterizirajo specifične trodimenzionalne periodične defektne
strukture. Navdih za tovrstne raziskave so analogije med modrimi fazami
in trdnimi kristali - oboji se namreč uredijo v tridimenzionalne mreže.
Dislokacije vsilim z uporabo posebej načrtovane ograditve, bodisi preko
popačenja osnovnih celic znotraj materiala, bodisi preko posebej vzorčenega
molekularnega sidranja površin, ki ograjujejo modro fazo. Predstavim
različne dislokacije z velikostjo Burgersovega vektorja od ene do več velikosti
osnovnih celic BPI in BPII. Podrobno analiziram omrežja defektnih linij
in cilindre z dvojnim zvojem. Razkritje tovrstnih dislokacij pripomore
k globljemu razumevanju ograjenih modrih faz. Obe raziskavi sta tudi
prispevek k razvoju in stabilizaciji kompleksno dvolomnih profilov v plasteh
modrih faz s specifično ograditvijo.
Predmetne oznake: kolesterni tekoči kristali, modre faze, disklinacije,
pol-skirmionske mreže, površinsko sidranje, vzorčenje površine, ograditev,
dislokacije, numerične simulacije.
PACS: 61.30.-v, 61.30.Dk, 61.30.Gd, 61.30.Hn, 61.30.Jf, 61.30.Mp
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Abstract
Structures of liquid crystalline blue phases (BPs) confined by patterned
surfaces of different geometries are investigated using numerical simulation
based on the Landau-de Gennes phenomenological approach. In the first
part of the thesis, BPII sandwiched between a pair of parallel confining
surfaces with specifically designed patterns is studied. Patterned confining
surfaces are made by imposing different types of surface anchoring in
different regions of the surfaces. Directed by the surface patterns, quasi-
two-dimensional half-Skyrmion lattices are formed. Specifically, we observe
the formation of square and triangular lattices of half-Skyrmions. These
lattices of the swirling skyrmion textures are interspersed with singular
-1/2 or -1 line defects which also constitute quasi-two-dimensional regular
lattices. The demonstrated structures may have potential for photonic
applications, including as waveplates and two-dimensional photonic crystals.
In the second part of the thesis, edge and screw dislocation structures in
confined BPI and BPII are extensively studied numerically. This work is
inspired by the analogies between BPs and solid crystals—they both exhibit
three-dimensional lattice structures. Dislocation structures are induced
by confining BPs inside specifically designed boundaries, which are made
by appropriately distorting the bulk BP unit cells or by patterning the
molecular anchoring on the confining surfaces. Various dislocations with
Burgers vector magnitude equaling one or two times the unit cell size are
obtained. Networks of the defect lines and the double twist cylinders are
analyzed. Unveiling these dislocation structures deepens the understanding
of BP structures under confinement. Finally, our work is a contribution to
designing and stabilizing complex birefringent layer profiles in BPs under
various constraints.
Keywords: cholesteric liquid crystal, blue phases, disclinations, half-
skyrmion lattices, surface anchoring, surface patterning, confinement, dis-
locations, numerical simulation.
PACS: 61.30.-v, 61.30.Dk, 61.30.Gd, 61.30.Hn, 61.30.Jf, 61.30.Mp
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1Introduction
Analogies between different condensed matter physical systems have recently received
increasing attention. Among them, analogies between cholesteric liquid crystals
and chiral magnets are of particular interest [1–3]. Various topological defects of
the same kind have been found both in the two seemingly quite distinct systems.
Among the topological objects shared by liquid crystals and magnets, skyrmions
are a swirling spin texture without singularities. Although first introduced in the
context of nuclear physics [4], they have found use in condensed-matter systems
such as chiral magnets [5], liquid crystals [6] and Bose-Einstein condensates [7, 8].
In recent years, skyrmions in magnets have been the centre of attention, owing to
their prospective applications in information technology such as data storage [5].
In a full-skyrmion, the unit vector order parameter n lies parallel to the rotational
axis of symmetry at its centre, and rotates gradually to change its sign at its
perimeter. If n only rotates by π
2
from the centre to the perimeter, it is called a
half-skyrmion [9]. Note that, in liquid crystals, the director field n is not vectorial,
but linelike, with the equivalence between n and ´n. This feature enables some
structures, which cannot be realized in other systems, to form in liquid crystals.
One crucial advantage of liquid crystals over other condensed matter systems for
studying topological defects is that they are more experimentally tractable, with no
need for extreme experimental conditions.
A standard way of generating and stabilizing defects in liquid crystals is using
confinements. Cholesterics that are confined by homeotropic surface anchoring into
layers with thickness smaller than a pitch have a characteristic feature, that is, the
director field is homogeneous and unwound. In such frustrated states of cholesterics,
individual torons [10] and two dimensional lattices of torons [11, 12] can be optically
generated. Bistable electric-field-induced torons were found in bubble domains
[13]. Depending on surface anchoring, confining cholesterics into spherical droplets
leads to various fascinating structures [14–17]. These studies stimulated interest for
optical and photonic applications of confined cholesteric liquid crystals.
While the effects of confinements on nematic and cholesteric liquid crystals have been
extensively studied, until recently much less has been known about the effects of
confinements on liquid crystalline blue phases (BPs) [18]. BPs occur in highly chiral
nematics over a narrow temperature range as an intermediate between isotropic
and cholesteric phases. There are three types of BPs referred to as BPI, BPII and
BPIII, appearing in the sequence of increasing temperatures. Unlike BPIII, which
does not show crystalline symmetries, BPI and BPII possess ideal three dimensional
lattice symmetries in the molecular orientational order. The building block of BPs
is the so-called double twist cylinder. In the bulk BPs, line defects interdisperse
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the double twist cylinders. In the double twist cylinders, the director rotates by π
4
from the center to the perimeter. The π
4
-turn of the director in the double twist
cylinder results from geometrical frustration – conflicts between the local free energy
requirement and the three dimensional packing.
In recent years, stimulated by the discovery of wide temperature range BPs [19, 20],
behaviors of BPs under geometric confinements have attracted great interest, because
of the richness of the confinement-induced structures [6, 21–24] and possible real-life
applications led by those structures [25–27]. The representative confining geometries
are a thin cell composed of two parallel surfaces [6, 21–23] and a spherical surface
[24]. Instead of confining BPs into closed geometries, one can also disperse colloidal
particles into BPs [28–31], which is an alternative way of generating novel BP
structures. Between parallel surfaces with homeotropic anchoring, an array of
double helix disclination lines and two parallel arrays of undulating disclination lines
were predicted for BPI [21, 22]; whereas for planar anchoring, an array of isolated
ring disclination lines was found [23]. More interestingly, quasi-two-dimensional
lattices consisting of half-skyrmions, were predicted numerically in such thin cells
[6, 32] and corroborated by optical microscopy in thin films [32].
The above-mentioned work on confined BPs mostly used uniform confining sur-
faces. In Ref. [33], chemically nano-patterned confining surfaces were designed
on substrates, which enabled the formation of stable BP monocrystalline domains
over macroscopic (millimetre) length scales, and directed the orientations of the
crystallographic lattice planes. On a patterned surface, interactions between the
surface and the liquid crystal have different forms depending on the regions, thus
forming a specific pattern. Aided by patterned confining surfaces, the BPI-BPII
transformation was found to be martensitic-like, taking place in a diffusionless man-
ner [34]. It is reasonable to expect that, specifically designed patterned confining
surfaces can help discover and stabilize various complex BP structures that could
be relevant to optical and photonic applications.
To show that this expectation can be realized, in Chapter 4 of this thesis, we study
thin BP layers confined by two parallel surfaces that are equally patterned, imposing
distinct planar-homeotropic surface anchoring profiles. With numerical simulations,
we demonstrate that, by means of a simple strategy of surface patterning, different
quasi-two dimensional half-Skyrmion lattices can be created in thin films of BPII
liquid crystals. Two types of surface patterns are considered, imposing effective
square and triganular lattices of the Skyrmion arrangements. The lattices of singular
topological defects that interpenetrate skyrmions are also shown, as affected by
confinement and actual dimensions of surface pattern patches in comparison to the
nematic correlation length. More generally, this work contributes to the approaches
for designing and stabilizing skyrmion-based structures, as material elements for
possible use in photonics, storage or rheology applications.
Another interesting analogy between various condensed matter physics systems is
the ubiquitous periodic structures. In the bulk of materials with periodic structures,
there exist regions where the constituent elements are out of position, i.e., periodici-
ties are broken. If the cores of these regions are lines, then these regions contain a
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type of defects called dislocations [35]. The two basic types of dislocations are edge
dislocations and screw dislocations whereas in natural materials dislocations are
typically a hybrid of these two types [35]. Among the two basic types of dislocations,
screw dislocations can be either left-handed or right-handed. Dislocations occur
in various materials, ranging from crystalline solids [36] to soft matter [37, 38],
and play important roles in many physical processes in these materials with the
typical sizes ranging from 0.1 nanometers to several micrometers. In crystalline
solids, the motion of dislocations leads to plastic deformations; screw dislocations
provide a mechanism for crystal growth. Here, periodicities along the two directions
perpendicular to the dislocation lines are broken whereas translational symmetries
along the lines still hold. In soft materials, smectic and lamellar liquid crystalline
phases possess periodicity in mass density along the direction normal to the layers,
and columnar liquid crystals have periodicities in the plane normal to the columnar
axis [38–40]. In these liquid crystalline phases, dislocations occur on the molecular
scale. In cholesteric liquid crystals, due to the periodicities along the helical axis,
the χ disclinations can be equivalently viewed as dislocations [39]. In partially
long range ordered phases where periodicities are much larger than the scales of
the constituent molecules, dislocations exhibit much more complex structures than
those in crystalline solids [39].
Bulk BPI and BPII both show three dimensional lattice periodicities, indicating the
possibility of the formation of dislocations in these two types of liquid crystalline
materials. The existence of dislocations in BPs is supported by a few experiments. P.
Pieranski and collaborators studied the crystal habit of BPI by growing and observing
its large-facetted monocrystals [41], and attributed the absence of some facets to the
existence of screw axis perpendicular to them. Crystal growth phenomenon was also
studied [42], where surface steps were observed, which was a strong manifestation
that screw dislocations occurred in BPI. An edge dislocation lattice in BPII was
observed experimentally by M. J. Sammon [43]. In a recent experimental work [32],
BPI was confined to a wedge cell with a thickness variation. Structural transitions
were observed between regions with different cell thickness, yet no edge dislocations
were found. How the dislocation structures in the two types of BPs could be like,
however, has so far never been theoretically or numerically studied. In Chapter 5 of
this thesis, we numerically investigate the possible dislocation structures occurring
in BPs. In order for dislocations to be formed, we design several special types
of boundaries, inside which BPs are confined. Caused by the confinement effect,
various dislocation structures are observed. Properties of the disclination network
and double twist cylinders in these structures are analyzed.
The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. In the next chapter, theoretical
background of the work is reviewed, including order parameters that describe the
nematic degree of order, elastic theory of deformations in liquid crystals, Landau-de
Gennes free energy expansion, defects in liquid crystals, and basics of BPs and
skyrmions. In Chapter 3, finite difference relaxation numerical schemes based on
Landau-de Gennes phenomenological approach are presented, together with the
method of obtaining the bulk BPs, and the visualization of the double twist cylinders.
In Chapter 4, we present our results of half-skyrmion lattices which are generated by
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means of surface patterning approach. Results presented in this chapter have already
been published in the paper "Surface-patterning generated half-skyrmion lattices
in cholesteric blue phase thin films" (Shun Wang, Miha Ravnik, and Slobodan
Žumer, Liquid Crystals 45, 2329 (2018)) [44]. Chapter 5 is devoted to dislocation
structures in BPs induced by specifically designed confining boundaries. A paper
that summarizes the work presented in this chapter is in preparation. In Chapter 6,
the main results and findings of this thesis are summarized.
2Theoretical background
In liquids, all positions are equivalent, so are all directions. It is equally possible to
find an atom or molecule in any position as well as in any direction. In crystals,
however, there are some special positions—the lattice sites—where there is a
sharp peak in the probability of finding an atom, and some special directions—the
crystalline axes—along which it is much more likely to find rows of atoms than
along other directions [45]. These two distinctions between liquids and crystals can
be summarized in the language of “order”—crystals possess positional order and
orientational order, either of which liquids do not possess. In nature, there are no
materials that have a phase possessing only positional order but not orientational
order, because special positions always coexist with special directions. Whereas,
there are materials that have phases possessing only orientational order but not
positional order (or the phases only possess partial positional order). This type of
materials are called liquid crystals, although a more proper name of this material
would be orientationally ordered soft matter [46].
Depending on the molecular arrangement and the order, liquid crystals can be
divided into several types, including nematics, cholesterics (or chiral nematics),
smectics and columnar mesophases. In certain cholesteric materials with high
chirality, a special type of liquid crystalline phases—blue phases (BPs)—exist
within some temperature range. BPs are the liquid crystalline phases this thesis
focuses on.
In the current chapter, we review the background of the research, including the
order parameter description of nematic and cholesteric phases, elastic theory of
the deformed orientational order, Landau-de Gennes phenomenological approach,
interactions between liquid crystals and the confining surfaces, topological defects,
structures of BPs and skyrmions.
2.1Nematic ordering and orientational order parameter
2.1.1The director and scalar order parameter
In magnetic systems, the magnetization Mprq, i.e., the density of magnetic dipoles
per unit volume, is usually chosen as the local order parameter. As a comparison,
in nematic liquid crystals, rod-like organic molecules play the role of magnetic
dipoles in magnetic systems. However, there is an important difference between
the rod-like molecules and the magnetic dipoles, in that the probability that a
15
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rod-like molecule in nematic liquid crystals lies in one direction is equal to the
probability that it lies along the opposite direction, which is not the case for the
magnetic dipoles in magnetic systems. The magnetization can be rewritten as Mn,
where n denotes the directional unit vector of M, i.e., the average orientation of the
magnetic dipoles. Let ϑ denote the angle between n and any magnetic dipole, then
apparently, M is proportional to ⟨cosϑ⟩, where ⟨⟩ denotes the thermal or statistical
average. However, in uniaxial nematic liquid crystals, it it not possible to define the
order parameter using ⟨cosϑ⟩. Because any rod-like molecule is equally likely to lie
in one direction and the opposite direction, the statistical distribution function of ϑ,
fpϑq, satisfies fpϑq “ fpπ ´ ϑq. As a result, the thermal average ⟨cosϑ⟩ is always
equal to zero.
In fact, in nematic liquid crystals, the analogue of Mn in magnets is Sn, in which
n is the average direction along which the molecules lie, and is called the director.
Evidently, instead of being truly vectorial, the director n should be linelike, with
the head-tail symmetry, i.e., one cannot distinguish n from ´n. S is defined as
S “ 1
2
⟨3 cos2 ϑ´ 1⟩
“ ⟨P2pcosϑq⟩,
where ⟨¨ ¨ ¨ ⟩ denotes thermal average, and P2pcosϑq is the second order Legendre
polynomial. S is referred to as the scalar order parameter, and measures the extent
to which the rod-like molecule align along a certain direction. The constants that
multiply and subtract from cos2 ϑ are introduced to ensure that S “ 0 in the
isotropic phase and S “ 1 in the ideal nematic phase in which all molecules point
to the same direction. In a usual nematic phase, S lies in the range of 0–1. It is
also possible to achieve a molecular configuration in which the value of S lies in the
range of -1/2–0 (negative nematic state). When S “ ´1{2, ϑ “ π{2, all molecules
randomly lie in the plane perpendicular to the director. However, molecular ordering
with negative scalar order parameter in the bulk is hard to achieve experimentally.
It is possible when materials with negative dielectric anisotropy are subject to
strong electric field.
There are various ways of visualizing the director field [47]. In two dimensions, it is
convenient to visualize the director field with lines. Figure 2.2(a-b) shows such an
example. However, in three dimensions, lines are not sufficient to show the three
dimensional features of the director, especially when the director is not in plane,
such as in the case of twist deformation. In fact, in three dimensions, one often uses
rods to represent the director field. Examples are shown in figure 2.1 and figure
2.2(c-d). Disclinations are usually drawn as isosurfaces of the nematic degree of
order S, like in figure 2.2(c-d).
2.1.2 Tensorial order parameter
Another often used order parameter in liquid crystal research is the tensorial order
parameter. It is a rank-2 tensor, and contains all information about the director
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and the scalar order parameter. For uniaxial nematic liquid crystals, it is defined
as
Qij “ S
2
p3ninj ´ δijq, (2.1)
where δij is the Kronecker delta function. It is easy to prove that the tensor Qij
is symmetric and traceless. The scalar order parameter S is its largest eigenvalue,
and the director n is the eigenvector associated with S. The other two eigenvectors
of Qij are perpendicular to n, and the two corresponding degenerate eigenvalues
are ´S{2.
2.1.3Biaxiality
In free uniaxial nematic liquid crystals, there is a complete rotational symmetry
about the director. The statistical distribution function of the molecular orientation
fpϑq introduced in Subsection 2.1.1 is only dependent on the polar angle. If the
distribution function is also dependent on the azimuthal angle φ, i.e., f “ fpϑ, φq,
then the liquid crystal exhibits a biaxial nematic ordering. In this case, the tensorial
order parameter is extended to
Qij “ S
2
p3ninj ´ δijq ` P
2
pep1qi ep1qj ´ ep2qi ep2qj q,
where ep1q is called the secondary director which is perpendicular to the director,
ep2q “ nˆ ep1q and P is the biaxial order parameter whose definition is
P “ ⟨sin2 ϑ cos 2φ⟩.
The eigenvectors ofQij are n, ep1q and ep2q, associated with the eigenvalues S, ´12pS`
P q and ´1
2
pS ´ P q, respectively. This newly defined tensorial order parameter is
still symmetric and traceless, and includes all information about the scalar order
parameter, the director and the biaxiality. Due to the symmetric and traceless
properties, the tensor Qij only has 5 independent elements, which is in consistency
with the 5 degrees of freedom of the system—S, P , ϑ, φ and the angle of ep1q
relative to n.
Theoretically, a biaxial nematic can be composed of either uniaxial molecules or
biaxial molecules [48]. In uniaxial nematic liquid crystals, the biaxial ordering can
be induced by certain external constraints such as electric field, magnetic field and
surfaces in contact with the liquid crystals. In the defect core, biaxiality is relatively
large.
2.2Deformation and elasticity
If a nematic liquid crystal is distorted from the uniformly aligned nematic director
configuration, its free energy increases. If the distortion is smooth, the increase in
18 Theoretical background
BendSplay Twist
ba c
Figure 2.1: The three basic distortion modes in nematic liquid crystals: (a) splay, (b) twist,
(c) bend. Green rods represent the director field.
the free energy density caused by such distortion can be expressed in terms of the
director n [49],
fFranke “ 12K1p∇ ¨ nq
2 ` 1
2
K2pn ¨∇ˆ nq2 ` 1
2
K3pnˆ∇ˆ nq2, (2.2)
which is called Frank free energy density. K1, K2 and K3 are the three Frank elastic
constants. Each of the three terms describes a basic distortion mode of the nematic
liquid crystal. The first term represents splay distortion, the second term twist
distortion, and the last term bend distortion. The three basic distortion modes are
illustrated in figure 2.1. An arbitrary distortion in a nematic liquid crystal can be
decomposed into the three basic distortion modes.
In cases where elasticity is weakly anisotropic, splay, bend and twist deformations
of the director field are often assumed to be equally energetically costly, i.e.,
K1 “ K2 “ K3 “ K.
This approximation is referred to as the one-elastic-constant approximation. In such
approximation, the Frank free energy density (equation (2.2)) can be simplified to
fFranke “ 12Krp∇ ¨ nq
2 ` p∇ˆ nq2s. (2.3)
In the presence of chirality, the ground state of the liquid crystal exhibits a twisted
nematic structure. The twisted structure is the same as that shown in figure 2.1(b),
but here the twist is natural. In this case, the Frank free energy density should be
extended to
fFranke “ 12K1p∇ ¨ nq
2 ` 1
2
K2pn ¨∇ˆ n` q0q2 ` 1
2
K3pnˆ∇ˆ nq2, (2.4)
where q0 is the inverse cholesteric pitch.
The Frank free energy density can be extended by adding two divergence terms—the
mixed splay-bend term [50] and the saddle-splay term [51]. However, these two
terms only have effects on the surface of the liquid crystals. In the presence of
flexoelectric polarization [52], the Frank free energy density should be extended by
additional terms. This is beyond our research presented in this thesis.
In liquid crystal research, the approach based on the Frank free energy density works
well outside the defect core. However, in the defect core, this approach fails, because
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the director is ill-defined there. To avoid this deficiency, one usually expands the
free energy density in terms of the tensor order parameter and its spatial derivatives.
This will be discussed in the following sections.
2.3Landau free energy expansion
Although Landau theory of phase transitions was initially invented for continuous
phase transitions, it also applies to weak first order phase transitions. If we assume
that the free energy density fORD, which characterizes the nematic degree of order,
is an analytic function of the tensorial order parameter Qij, and Qij is a small
enough parameter, then fORD can be expanded in a power series of Qij. Correct to
fourth order in Qij, the expansion has the form [39, 73]
fORD “ A
2
QijQji ` B
3
QijQjkQki ` C
4
pQijQjiq2,
where Einstein summation rule is implied; material parameter A is linearly dependent
on the temperature while B and C are assumed to be constants, which depend on
the type of the materials and are usually determined by experiments.
2.4Landau-de Gennes free energy
The elastic free energy density can also be expressed in terms of the spatial derivatives
of the Q-tensor, provided that the gradients of the order parameter are small enough.
The most commonly used form of the elastic free energy density for nematic liquid
crystals is [54]
fE “ 1
2
L1
BQij
Bxk
BQij
Bxk `
1
2
L2
BQij
Bxj
BQik
Bxk `
1
2
L3Qij
BQkl
Bxi
BQkl
Bxj , (2.5)
where L1, L2 and L3 are the three tensorial elastic constants, which characterize the
inter-molecular interactions. By substituting the definition of Qij (equation (2.1))
into equation (2.5), one can prove that equation (2.5) is equivalent to the Frank
free energy density formulation (equation (2.2)), and obtain the relations between
the tensorial elastic constants and the Frank elastic constants,
L1 “ pK3 ` 2K2 ´K1q{9S2,
L2 “ 4pK1 ´K2q{9S2,
L3 “ 2pK3 ´K1q{9S2.
It can be seen that the Frank free energy constants are related to temperature and
the nematic degree of order, but the tensorial elastic constants are independent
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of them. Using the one-elastic-constant approximation K1 “ K2 “ K3 “ K, one
obtains L1 “ 2K{9S2 ” L and L2 “ L3 “ 0. Thus equation (2.5) is simplified to
fE “ 1
2
L
BQij
Bxk
BQij
Bxk . (2.6)
In the presence of chirality, equation (2.5) should be extended to [73]
fE “ 1
2
L1
BQij
Bxk
BQij
Bxk `
1
2
L2
BQij
Bxj
BQik
Bxk `
1
2
L3Qij
BQkl
Bxi
BQkl
Bxj
`2q0L1εiklQij BQljBxk , (2.7)
to incorporate the contribution of the chirality to the free energy density.
The sum of the free energy that characterizes the degree of order and the elastic
free energy is called Landau-de Gennes free energy. Its volume density fLdG is
fLdG “ fORD ` fE,
and the Landau-de Gennes free energy is
FLdG “
∫
dV fLdG.
It is a functional of the Q-tensor and its gradients. Minimizing the Landau-de
Gennes free energy leads to a set of coupled nonlinear partial differential equations,
by solving which one can obtain the equilibrium configuration of the liquid crystal
system.
2.5 Surface interactions
When the liquid crystal is in contact with other materials, there are interactions
between them. These interactions are mostly of van der Waals type. The interactions
impose a preferred orientational order (including the nematic degree of order S
and the director n ) near the surface of the liquid crystal. Such effect is called
surface anchoring [53]. The surface anchoring contributed free energy is called
surface energy, and its area density is called surface free energy density. The most
commonly used types of surface anchoring are the planar anchoring, where the
surface-preferred director orientation is parallel to the surface, and the homeotropic
anchoring, where the surface-preferred director orientation is perpendicular to the
surface. In most cases, homeotropic anchoring is uniform, whereas the planar
anchoring could be either uniform or degenerate. In the degenerate planar surface
anchoring, the surface-preferred director orientation is parallel to the surface but
without any in-plane preference.
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For uniform surface anchoring, in the evaluation of the surface free energy, we adopt
the commonly used Rapini-Papoular-like surface free energy density formulation
fs “ 1
2
W pQij ´Q0ijq2, (2.8)
where W denotes the strength of the surface anchoring. The value of W is tunable
in experiments, and ranges between 10´7 J{m2 and 10´2 J{m2 [54]. W ě 10´4 J{m2
is associated with strong surface anchoring, whereas W ď 10´6 J{m2 corresponds to
weak anchoring. Q0ij is the surface-preferred uniaxial tensor order parameter, which
could impose the surface-preferred director orientation, the nematic degree of order
and even the biaxiality. In this work, it is taken as Q0ij “ 12Seqp3ninj ´ δijq where
Seq is the nematic order parameter in equilibrium and ni is the position-dependent
surface-preferred director.
2.6Defects in nematic liquid crystals
In the director field of nematic liquid crystals, there can be regions where the
director n is undefined and the director field shows discontinuities. Such regions
are referred to as defects, or topological defects, since they cannot be removed by
continuous transformations in the order parameter space. In nematic liquid crystals,
there can be two types of defects—point defects (also called hedgehogs) and line
defects (also called disclinations).
The point defects are characterized by an integer topological invariant called topo-
logical charge defined by
q “ 1
8π
∫
dSiεijkn ¨ p BBxjnˆ
B
Bxknq,
where εijk is the rank-3 Levi-Civita tensor, and the surface integral in taken over
any surface enclosing the defect core. The topological charge q counts how many
times the director on any surface enclosing the defect core covers the unit sphere. In
the confined BPs studied in the current work, there are no point defects, therefore
we do not discuss in further details about point defects.
The line defects are characterized by an integer or half-integer topological invariant
called winding number, which specifies how many times the director rotates by 2π
when it counterclockwise traverses any loop enclosing the defect core. If the director
rotates counterclockwise, the winding number is taken to be positive, otherwise it is
taken to be negative. Typical examples of line defects with winding number +1/2
and -1/2 are illustrated in figure 2.2 (a, c) and (b, d) respectively. Figure 2.2(a-b)
show examples in two dimensions, where the director field is drawn with lines (in
green). Figure 2.2(c-d) show examples in three dimensions, and the director field is
represented by rods (in green), whereas disclinations are drawn as isosurfaces (in
yellow) of the nematic degree of order S. The value of S decreases when approaching
the defects. The energy of a disclination per unit length is proportional to the
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Figure 2.2: (a) Disclinations with winding number +1/2 in two dimensions. (b) Disclina-
tions with winding number -1/2 in two dimensions. (c) Disclinations with winding number
+1/2 in three dimensions. (d) Disclinations with winding number -1/2 in three dimensions.
In two dimensions, director field is represented by lines (in green). In three dimensions,
director field is represented with rods (in green), and disclinations are drawn as isosurfaces
(in yellow) of the nematic degree of order S.
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square of its winding number. As a result, only disclinations with winding number
+1/2 and -1/2 are energetically stable; disclinations with larger winding number
are unstable and often spontaneously split into two or several disclinations with
winding number +1/2 and -1/2, but keeping the sum of the winding number of all
disclinations unchanged. Moreover, when a +1/2 disclination and a -1/2 disclination
meet they can mutually annihilate and release the distortion energy.
2.7Blue phases
Blue phases (BPs) were actually first observed when liquid crystalline phases were
first observed [55]. In 1888, when Austrian botanical physiologist Friedrich Reinitzer
studied the thermodynamic behaviors of various cholesterol derivatives, he observed
something peculiar in one derivative called cholesteryl benzoate (C34H50O2). During
the cooling down process of the cholesteryl benzoate from the transparent isotropic
liquid phase, it first turned blue, then violet, then cloudy, and at last it became a
solid. The cloudy liquid phase was later known as the cholesteric liquid crystalline
phase. However, for around one hundred years since their discovery, the liquid
phases with blue and violet colors was considered metastable phases occurring
between the isotropic phase and the liquid crystalline phase, largely due to the fact
that they exist in a very narrow temperature range (typically 1 K) and do not show
birefringence which is typical in other liquid crystal phases [56].
It was not until the 1970s that BPs started to be recognized as independent phases
of liquid crystals [57]. Since then, BPs have become more and more popular in
the academic world. Great efforts have been put on the extension of the stable
temperature range of BPs, because the narrow temperature range hinders their
practical applications. Various approaches of extending the temperature range have
been proposed, such as the rapid quenching approach [58, 59], polymer-stabilization
approach [19], approach of using highly flexoelectric materials [20, 60], the hydrogen-
bonded self-assembly approach [61], nanoparticle-stabilization approach [62] and
the ultraviolet-induction approach [63]. The newly discovered highly flexoelectric
materials are bimesogenic or bent-core. Using the polymer-stabilization approach,
the temperature range of BPs could be extended up to 60 K [19]. The extension of
the temperature range greatly increases the possibility of practical applications of
BPs.
There are three types of BPs referred to as BPI, BPII and BPIII, appearing in the
sequence of increasing temperatures. Unlike BPIII, which is demonstrated to be
a structureless network of disclinations by up-to-date numerical simulations [64],
BPI and BPII possess three dimensional lattice symmetries in the same way as
crystalline solids. BPs only occur in highly chiral nematic liquid crystals. When
the chirality of the material is very high, a more stable twisted structure—the
double twisted structure—occurs. In figure 2.3, we compare the double twisted
structure and the single twisted structure. In a single twisted structure, the director
rotates gradually only along one direction—the cholesteric axis. In a double twisted
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Double twistSingle twist
Figure 2.3: A comparison of single twist (left) and double twist (right).
structure, however, the director rotates along all directions perpendicular to the
central director. Due to the energy constraints, the double twisted structure cannot
be too large. In fact, it is limited in a cylindrical region, and thus referred to as the
double twist cylinder (DTC).
The DTCs are the building blocks of BPI and BPII. In figure 2.4(a), we show one
DTC (in blue). In figure 2.4(b), we draw the director field in a cross section of
the DTC. The double twisted director profile can be identified. Moving along the
radial direction of the DTC from the center to its perimeter, the director rotates
by an angle π{4. Due to the geometrical constraints, DTCs cannot fill the whole
space. To fill the whole space, defects should be introduced. It is the DTCs and the
disclinations that together stack into three dimensional periodic structures. Unit
cells of BPI and BPII, which are composed of the DTCs and the disclinations,
are shown in figure 2.4(c–d), respectively. Disclinations are represented by the
isosurfaces of the scalar order parameter S. In BPII, disclinations make up four-arm
junctions, whereas in BPI, disclinations avoid each other. Both of the two types of
BPs possess the cubic symmetry. BPI possesses the body-centered cubic symmetry,
whereas BPII possesses the simple cubic lattice symmetry.
As one of the most fascinating non-trivial structures in condensed matter systems,
BPs have attracted broad interest, especially since the discovery of BPs with wide
stable temperature range. In recent years, behaviors of BPs under geometric
confinements have been extensively studied [6, 21–24]. The confinement-induced
structures may find use in real-life applications, such as next generation liquid
crystal display [25, 65, 66]. With numerical simulation it was demonstrated that
confining BPs to very thin layers leads to numerous exotic defect lattices [21, 23].
The most attractive defect structures are the hexagonal lattices of half-skyrmions
[6, 32], which are similar to some magnetic structures found in chiral magnets. The
existence of BP colloidal crystals was demonstrated numerically in Ref. [28]. In such
crystals, colloidal particles are trapped in BPs at positions where disclinations exist.
Thus the energy of the system is lowered, because part of the regions with the highest
energy density is occupied by colloidal particles. This enables the expansion of the
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BPI BPII
Figure 2.4: (a) The building block of BPs—double twist cylinder. (b) Double twist
alignment of the director (in green) shown in a cross-section of the double twist cylinder.
The director rotates by π{4 from the center to the perimeter. (c) One unit cell of BPI
including the double twist cylinders and disclination lines drawn as isosurfaces (in yellow)
of the nematic degree of order. (d) One unit cell of BPII.
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BP stable temperature range. In addition, based on the regular three-dimensional
distributions of the colloidal particles and defects, BP colloidal crystals can serve as
novel photonic crystals. Furthermore, trapping colloidal particles to BPs confined
to thin layers creates new possibilities for assembling two-dimensional photonic
crystals [67]. Given these studies on confined BPs, confining BPs in more complex
geometries is of interest in future studies. In this thesis, the effects of two types of
confinements are numerically investigated. In Chapter 4, we study BPII confined
between a pair of parallel surfaces with patterns. In Chapter 5, we study BPs
confined by several special types of boundaries which could induce the formation of
various dislocation structures.
The often used bulk free energy density formulation for modeling BPs is written as
[68]
fb “ A0p1´ γ{3q
2
Q2ij ´ A0γ3 QijQjkQki `
A0γ
4
pQ2ijq2
`L
2
rpϵikl BQljBxk ` 2q0Qijq
2 ` pBQijBxj q
2s, (2.9)
where A0 is a material constant with the dimensions of the energy density; γ
is an effective dimensionless temperature that drives the mesophase transitions;
splay, bend and twist deformations of the director field are assumed to be equally
energetically costly, thus a single elastic constant L is used; q0 is the inverse
cholesteric pitch, related to the cholesteric pitch length p0 via q0 “ 2πp0 ; ϵijk is
the rank-3 Levi-Civita tensor. Summation over repeated indices is implied. The
first three terms describe the thermal free energy density, and the last two terms
denote the elastic free energy density under single elastic constant approximation.
In this thesis, following Ref. [69], material constants A0 and L are chosen as
A0 “ 1.02ˆ 105 J{m3 and L “ 2.5ˆ 10´11 N. As done in Ref. [68], a dimensionless
parameter κ is introduced to characterize the chirality as κ “
√
108q20L
A0γ
. The values
of γ and as κ are chosen differently according to the given work. In Chapter 4, γ
and as κ are chosen as γ “ 3.0 and κ “ 1.0. In Chapter 5, for BPI, γ “ 3.857 and
κ “ 1.3; whereas for BPII, γ “ 2.784 and κ “ 1.2.
2.8 Skyrmions
The concept of skyrmions is initially proposed in the context of nuclear physics by
the British physicist Tony Skyrme in 1962 [4]. There, a skyrmion is a topological
soliton solution of a certain class of three-dimensional non-linear sigma models for
pions and baryons. Although first introduced in the context of nuclear physics as
three-dimensional topological excitations, skyrmions have found use in condensed-
matter systems such as chiral magnets [5], liquid crystals [6] and Bose-Einstein
condensates [7, 8], where two-dimensional skyrmions are mostly concerned.
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Figure 2.5: Stereographic projection: a unit sphere is placed on a two-dimensional plane,
with the south pole coinciding with the origin of the plane; any point r0 on the sphere is
projected to the point r on the plane, where the point r, r0 and the north pole lie on a
single straight line.
In a two-dimensional full-skyrmion, the unit vector order parameter n lies parallel
to the rotational axis of symmetry at its center and rotates gradually to change its
sign at its perimeter, thereby forming a swirling spin texture without singularities
at the center. If n only rotates by π
2
from the center to the perimeter, it is called a
half-skyrmion. The swirling structure of a skyrmion is often characterized by its
topological skyrmion number [70]
Nsk “ 1
4π
∫∫
dxdyn ¨ p BBxnˆ
B
Bynq,
where the integral is taken over the two-dimensional space that the skyrmion
occupies. The skyrmion number Nsk counts how many times the unit vector n
wraps the order parameter space, i.e., the unit sphere. Apparently, for a full-
skyrmion, |Nsk| “ 1, whereas for a half-skyrmion, |Nsk| “ 1{2. It is worthy of
note that when the order parameter n changes its sign everywhere, i.e., nÑ ´n,
Nsk also reverses its sign. Indeed, the topological objects with Nsk “ 1 and -1 are
sometimes referred to as skyrmions and anti-skyrmions, respectively [71]. The term
“anti-skyrmion” is also used by some other authors to refer to a completely different
spin configuration [72]. In this thesis, we adopt the former definition.
Depending on the spin configurations, there are two types of skyrmions—Neel-type
skyrmions (also called hedgehog skyrmions or non-chiral skyrmions) and Bloch-type
skyrmions (also called chiral skyrmions or spiral skyrmions), the structures of which
are shown in figure 2.6 (bottom left) and (bottom right), respectively. One can
construct the two types of skyrmions by stereographically projecting a hedgehog or
a combed hedgehog configuration onto the two-dimensional plane, as illustrated in
figure 2.6. Stereographic projection is illustrated in figure 2.5, in which the south
pole of the unit sphere coincides with the origin of the two-dimensional plane. The
straight line that connects the north pole and any point r in the plane intersects
the sphere at the point r0. The spin state at r0 is assigned to the spin state at r,
thus the spin configuration on the unit sphere is mapped onto the two-dimensional
plane. In figure 2.6, the combed hedgehog configuration is obtained by performing
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Néel-type skyrmion
Hedgehog
Bloch-type skyrmion
Combed hedgehog
Stereographic projection
Rotation in order parameter space
Figure 2.6: Transformation from a hedgehog configuration (top left) or a combed hedgehog
configuration (top right) in three dimensions to a Neel-type skyrmion (bottom left) or a
Bloch-type skyrmion (bottom right) in two dimensions by the stereographic projection.
By rotating the spins in the hedgehog configuration and in the Neel-type skyrmion about
the z-axis by π2 , a combed hedgehog configuration and a Bloch-type skyrmion can be
obtained, respectively. This figure is adapted from figure 1.19 in Ref. [9]
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a π
2
rotation about the z-axis on the hedgehog configuration in the order parameter
space. Performing the same rotation on a Neel-type skyrmion, one can obtain a
Bloch-type skyrmion. The two types of skyrmions are topologically equivalent in
the sense that one type can be continuously transformed to the other. In addition
to these two types of skyrmions, there could be mixed types of the two.
In recent years, skyrmions in magnets have been the center of attention, owing to
their prospective applications in information technology such as data storage [5].
In a chiral (non-centrosymmetric) magnet, the skyrmion structure is stabilized due
to the Dzyaloshinsky–Moriya interaction,
H9
∫
dV n ¨ p∇ˆ nq. (2.10)
This type of interaction allows the existence of the stable magnetic configuration
with finite size.
Nematic and chiral nematic liquid crystals are analogous to magnetic systems in
the sense that the states of all of them can be described by local spins, i.e., vectorial
order parameter n. Analogies between cholesteric liquid crystals and chiral magnets
are of particular interest [2, 3]. In the Frank elastic free energy of the cholesteric
liquid crystal (equation (2.4)), there is a term 1
2
K2pn ¨∇ ˆ n ` q0q2. It includes
K2q0n ¨∇ˆ n which has the same form as the Dzyaloshinsky–Moriya interaction
(equation (2.10)) in chiral magnets. Similarly, this term stabilizes skyrmions in
cholesteric liquid crystals. Blue phases emerge when the chirality is high. In blue
phases, the double twist cylinders show analogies to the Bloch-type skyrmions,
except that in double twist cylinders there is a π
4
-turn director profile whereas in
Bloch-type skyrmions the unit vector turns by π. However, by surface anchoring,
the π
4
-turn in the double twist cylinders could be extended to π
2
-turn, thereby the
half-skyrmion profiles are realized [6, 32]. To realize full skyrmions in BPs, the
π
4
-turn in the double twist cylinders should be extended to π-turn, which requires a
lot more energy. As a result, it is more difficult to realize full skyrmions in BPs.
It is noteworthy to mention that, in liquid crystals, the director field n is not
vectorial as in chiral magnets, but linelike, with the equivalence between n and ´n.
This feature enables some structures, which cannot be realized in other systems,
to be formed in liquid crystals. One crucial advantage of liquid crystals over other
condensed matter systems for studying topological defects is that they are more
experimentally tractable, with less need for extreme experimental conditions.
In Chapter 4 of this thesis, based on the previous studies reported in Ref. [6]
and [32], we numerically study BPII thin layers sandwiched by a pair of parallel
confining surfaces on which several types of surface patterns are designed. These
surface patterns greatly facilitate the formation of half-skyrmion lattices in BPII
thin layers. Our work is an extension of the previous studies.

3Methods
In this chapter, we describe the methods used in this thesis, including Landau-de
Gennes free energy minimization, numerical discretization and finite difference
relaxation algorithm.
3.1Landau-de Gennes free energy minimization
In this work, the free energy functional does not include terms related to external
fields. To get the equilibrium structures (including the stable and metastable
structures) of the liquid crystal system, one needs to find the (local and global)
minima of the Landau-de Gennes free energy functional
F pQij, BQijBxk q “
∫
dV fbpQij, BQijBxk q `
∫
dSfspQijq (3.1)
subject to the following two equality constraints
Qij “ Qji, (3.2)
and
Qii “ 0, (3.3)
i.e., the symmetric and traceless properties of the Q-tensor order parameter. Math-
ematically, such a problem should be solved by introducing Lagrange multipliers.
However, following Ref. [73], in our modeling, we adopt a different but equivalent
approach. We first ignore these two equality constraints and minimize the free
energy functional without constraints. Then, in the numerical calculations, we
correct the symmetric and traceless properties of the Q-tensor. We will come back
to this point in the next section.
Computing the first variation of equation (3.1), we have
δF “
∫
dV p BfbBQij δQij `
Bfb
B BQijBxk
δ
BQij
Bxk q `
∫
dS
Bfs
BQij δQij
“
∫
dV p BfbBQij δQij `
Bfb
B BQijBxk
B
Bxk δQijq `
∫
dS
Bfs
BQij δQij
“
∫
dV r BfbBQij δQij `
B
Bxk p
Bfb
B BQijBxk
δQijq ´ p BBxk
Bfb
B BQijBxk
qδQijs `
∫
dS
Bfs
BQij δQij,
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using the divergence theorem, the term
∫
dV BBxk p BfbB BQijBxk
δQijq can be converted into
surface integral
∫
dSνkp BfbB BQijBxk
δQijq, where νk is the k-component of the surface
normal. Then we get
δF “
∫
dV p BfbBQij ´
B
Bxk
Bfb
B BQijBxk
qδQij `
∫
dSpνk BfbB BQijBxk
` BfsBQij qδQij. (3.4)
The necessary condition that the functional F takes the minimum values is that the
first variation δF “ 0. Since the variations of all Q-tensor elements are independent
and arbitrary over the whole volume V and surface S , δF “ 0 leads to
Bfb
BQij ´
B
Bxk
Bfb
B BQijBxk
“ 0, (3.5)
and
νk
Bfb
B BQijBxk
` BfsBQij “ 0. (3.6)
These two sets of Euler-Lagrange equations are the basic equations we use in
numerical simulations.
Inserting the expressions of the bulk free energy density fb and the surface free
energy density fs to equation (3.5) and equation (3.6), we can obtain the two
differential equations for Qij in the bulk, denoted as
hbij “ 0, (3.7)
and on the surface, denoted as
hsij “ 0. (3.8)
where hbij and hsij are functions of the Q-tensor and its derivatives. Their forms are
determined by the forms of fb and fs. The solutions of the two sets of differential
equations determine the equilibrium structures of the liquid crystal system.
3.2 Finite difference relaxation numerical approach
Equation (3.7) and equation (3.8) represent a set of coupled nonlinear partial
differential equations. Except for some very special situations, they cannot be
solved analytically. Thus the numerical approach is inevitable to solve these
equations.
The numerical method we employ is the finite difference relaxation method [54]. This
method assigns an additional time coordinate t to the order parameter tensor Qij,
such thatQij is dependent not only on positions but also on time, i.e., Qij “ Qijpr, tq.
Qij evolves with time t according to
Γ
BQij
Bt “ hij, (3.9)
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where hij represents either hbij or hsij; Γ is a numerical relaxation constant and
describes how fast the system evolves with time in each iteration step. After evolving
for sufficient time, the value of Qij becomes converged, i.e.,
BQij
Bt “ 0. Then equation
(3.9) becomes hij “ 0, which is just equation (3.7) or equation (3.8). Therefore,
the converged Qij is the solution of the coupled partial differential equations, and
determines the liquid crystal structures in equilibrium. The whole procedure of this
approach is like a dissipative process, in which the system is gradually transformed
from the initial nonequilibrium configuration to the final equilibrium configuration.
To simulate this process numerically, the order parameter tensor Qij is discretized
in both spatial dimensions and time dimension. The derivative of Qij with respect
to time t is approximated by finite difference as
BQij
Bt «
Qijpr, t`∆tq ´Qijpr, tq
∆t
,
by inserting it to equation (3.9) one obtains the time iteration equation
Qijpr, t`∆tq “ Qijpr, tq ` ∆t
Γ
hijpr, tq. (3.10)
The spatial dimensions are discretized on a cuboid mesh, which becomes a cubic
mesh when the mesh resolutions, i.e., the distance between two neighboring grid
points, are the same in all three orthogonal dimensions. Each grid point can be
denoted by a set of position indices (i, j, k), which represent positions in three
different directions, respectively; the ranges of i, j and k are i “ 0, 1, ..., I, j “
0, 1, ..., J and k “ 0, 1, ..., K. However, for the sake of computational efficiency,
following Ref. [73], we introduce one single position index l to denote the position
in three dimensional space. l is defined as
l “ i` jpI ` 1q ` kpI ` 1qpJ ` 1q.
Using position index l, the first derivatives of Qij with respect to coordinates x, y
and z can be approximated by
BQij
Bx «
Ql`1ij ´Ql´1ij
2∆x
,
BQij
By «
Q
l`pI`1q
ij ´Ql´pI`1qij
2∆y
,
BQij
Bz «
Q
l`pI`1qpJ`1q
ij ´Ql´pI`1qpJ`1qij
2∆z
,
where central difference is adopted. One can also use the forward and backward
difference to approximate differentiation, but they cause larger discretization error
than central difference. The truncation error committed by using forward or
backward difference is of order ∆xi, whereas the truncation error committed by
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using central difference is of order p∆xiq2. The central difference approximation of
the second derivatives of Qij with respect to coordinates x, y and z are written as
B2Qij
Bx2 «
Ql`1ij ´ 2Qlij `Ql´1ij
p∆xq2 ,
B2Qij
By2 «
Q
l`pI`1q
ij ´ 2Qlij `Ql´pI`1qij
p∆yq2 ,
B2Qij
Bz2 «
Q
l`pI`1qpJ`1q
ij ´ 2Qlij `Ql´pI`1qpJ`1qij
p∆zq2 .
Starting from a given initial configuration, Qij evolves with the time t according to
iteration equation (3.10). The parameter ∆t
Γ
should be chosen appropriately. If it is
too small, it would take too many iteration steps to achieve convergence and cost a
lot of computational time. Whereas, if it is too large, the code cannot be executed
correctly and would crash after some steps of iterations.
The Q-tensor is a symmetric and traceless tensor. However, from equation (3.10), it
can be clearly seen that the symmetric and traceless properties cannot be preserved
during the numerical iteration. If Qijpr, tq is symmetric and traceless, then the term
∆t
Γ
hij is not necessarily symmetric and traceless, which means that Qijpr, t`∆tq
is not necessarily symmetric and traceless. This is owing to that we minimize the
Landau-de Gennes free energy functional ignoring the two constraints. To ensure
the symmetric property of the Q-tensor, in the numerical simulation, we use hij`hji
2
,
which is symmetric in the indices i and j, to replace hij in equation (3.10). To
ensure the tensor is traceless, after each iteration step, we update the Q-tensor as
Qnewij “ Qij ´ TrQ3 δij, and use Qnewij instead of Qij in the next iteration step.
3.3 Bulk blue phase structures simulation
During the process of the finite difference relaxation numerical method, under a
specific boundary condition, the tensor order parameter Qij, which determines
the structures of the BPs, evolves from an initial configuration gradually towards
equilibrium. The obtained structure can be metastable or stable, corresponding
to the local or global free energy minimum. In this thesis, we use random initial
conditions, or use properly reshaped bulk BPs as the initial conditions. This section
is devoted to the method of obtaining the bulk BP structures.
To obtain the bulk BP lattice structures, analytic expressions of Qij derived in the
high chirality limit (q0 Ñ 8) [18] are chosen as the initial configurations. For BPI,
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they are
Qxx „ ´ sinpky{
√
2q cospkx{√2q ´ sinpkx{√2q cospkz{√2q
`2 sinpkz{√2q cospky{√2q,
Qxy „ ´
√
2 sinpkx{√2q sinpkz{√2q ´√2 cospky{√2q cospkz{√2q
` sinpkx{√2q cospky{√2q,
where k “ 2√2π{a, with a the size of one cubic unit cell. Other components of Qij
are obtained via simple cyclic permutation. For BPII,
Qxx „ cospkzq ´ cospkyq,
Qxy „ sinpkzq,
where k “ 2π{a and other components of Qij are obtained via cyclic permutation.
BPs are formed with the lattice periodicity dismatching the cholesteric pitch but
larger, because the free energy can attain the minimum with larger size of unit cell.
To account for this, a rescaling factor r referred to as “red shift” was introduced in
the literature, such that q0 could be replaced by rq0. For example, in the case of
BPII, the relation of parameter k to q0 is k “ 2rq0. During the relaxation procedure,
general profiles defined by the analytic expressions are preserved, and equilibrium
structures (i.e., bulk BP structures) emerge [68].
Considering the periodicities of the bulk BP lattice, we can limit the calculation
to one unit cell, and adopt periodic boundary conditions at the unit cell surfaces.
Since the unit cell constant a is unknown a priori, a series of calculations using
continuously varying a are performed, and the solution with the lowest free energy
density (i.e., the total free energy of the unit cell of some size, divided by the unit
cell volume) is picked out as the equilibrium one.
Given material parameters A0 “ 1.02ˆ105 J{m3 and L “ 2.5ˆ10´11 N, for γ “ 3.0
and κ “ 1.0, the lattice constant of the obtained bulk BPII in equilibrium is a “ 360
nm; for γ “ 3.857 and κ “ 1.3, the lattice constant of the obtained bulk BPI is
a “ 380 nm; for γ “ 2.784 and κ “ 1.2, the lattice constant of the obtained bulk
BPII is a “ 300 nm.
3.4Visualization of the double twist cylinder
The DTC can be considered as the building block of BPs. In bulk BPs, the position
and direction of the DTCs is clearly known. In BPs under confinements, however,
it is much more complicated to identify the position and direction of DTCs. In this
work, we use a quantity proposed in Ref. [74], which measures the angle difference
between the center of DTC and regions outside the center of DTC, to visualize the
DTC. In a perfect DTC, director field can be expressed analytically. Suppose one
point in the center of the DTC sits at the origin, where the director is n. Let us
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Figure 3.1: Isosurface of the quantity A with different values for BPII (top) and BPI
(bottom). Isosurface with smaller A represents the center of the DTCs, whereas isosurface
with larger A shows the disclinations.
calculate the director N on another point r in the DTC. The distance between r
and the center of the DTC is written as
d “ |r´ pr ¨ nqn|.
The angle between n and N is
ϑ “ π
2
d
D
,
where D is the diameter of the DTC. The unit vector perpendicular to both n and
r is
eK “ rˆ n|rˆ n| . (3.11)
Then N is written as
N “ cosϑn` sinϑeK.
If the point is not in the center of the DTC, the director at r is denoted by N1 . Then
the angle between N and N1 is α “ arccosp|N ¨N1 |q. In the numerical simulation,
for any mesh point, we define a quantity A as
A “
∑
i
αi,
where i goes through the six nearest neighboring mesh points. We expect that the
center of the DTC can be shown using the isosurface of the quantity A. However,
in this way the center of the DTC is not clearly shown. If we replace the unit vector
eK defined in equation (3.11) with a non-unit vector rˆn, then the isosurface of the
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quantity A could show the center of the DTC. In this thesis, we use the non-unit
vector rˆ n.
In figure 3.1, we show the isosurface of A with different values for both BPI and
BPII. When A is small, the isosurface represents the center of the DTCs. Whereas,
for larger A, the isosurface represents the defect lines. This is because A measures
how much the given position deviates from the center of the DTC. Disclinations
are outside the DTCs, therefore, A has larger value at the disclinations. Our result
shows, in addition to the isosurface of the nematic degree of order, the isosurface of
the quantity A can be used to visualize the disclinations as well.

4
Surface-patterning generated
half-skyrmion lattices
Recent years have witnessed a remarkable increase in the number of studies of
blue phases (BPs) under geometrical confinement. Various novel BP structures
have been observed. However, until recently all researches have focused on BPs
confined by surfaces with homogeneous surface anchoring in large regions. In the
work described in Ref. [33], for the first time, chemically nano-patterned confining
surfaces were designed, and such patterned surfaces dramatically changed the bulk
behaviors of BPs, enabling the formation of the stable BP monocrystalline domains
over macroscopic length scales. On a patterned surface, interactions between the
surface and the liquid crystal have different forms and strengths depending on the
regions (which could be of nanometer scale).
In this chapter, we numerically study the structures of BPII confined between a pair
of parallel patterned confining surfaces. Material parameters used in this chapter are
chosen as stated in Section 2.7. As shown in figure 4.1, when the BPII is confined,
the relative direction between the confining surfaces and the crystallographic lattice
planes of the BPII liquid crystal is denoted with the coordinate axes x, y and z.
By means of specifically-designed surface patterning, square and triangular half-
skyrmion lattices are generated in cholesteric liquid crystals which exhibit BPII
structures in the bulk. In a half-skyrmion with the π
2
-turn director profile, bend
deformation contributes substantially to the elastic free energy in the outer part
of the structure. However, in BPs, double twist deformation is more energetically
favorable. As a result, the free energy density of half-skyrmions is expected to be
higher than that of the bulk BPII, in which double twist cylinders have a π
4
-turn
director profile. The role of surface patterns is to induce specific inner tension,
thereby stabilizing the skyrmion structures with higher free energy density.
In our calculations, we first obtain the bulk BPII lattice structure numerically;
then the bulk BPII structure is appropriately reshaped and used as the initial
configuration in studying the surface patterning effects.
4.1Designing the surface patterns
Hereafter in this chapter, we only use dimensionless length quantities for the sake of
convenience. All length quantities are rescaled by the bulk BPII lattice constant a.
We assume that the upper and lower surfaces (separated by a distance d) confining
the chiral nematic layer are equally patterned. To induce the formation of the
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Figure 4.1: (a) One unit cell of BPII including the building blocks – the double twist
cylinders (in blue) and disclination lines drawn as isosurfaces (in yellow) of the scalar
order parameter S. (b) A pair of parallel equally patterned confining surfaces (in blue)
separated by a distance that ranges from 0.3 to 1.3 times the bulk BPII unit cell size. The
BPII liquid crystal is confined between the pair of patterned surfaces. The coordinate axes
x, y and z in (a) and (b) denote the relative direction between the confining surfaces and
the crystallographic lattice planes of the BPII liquid crystal, when the BPII is confined.
half-skyrmion lattices, we specifically design four different surface patterns called
Pattern S1, Pattern S2, Pattern H1 and Pattern H2, the unit cells of which are
illustrated in figure 4.2(a-d), respectively. Pattern S1 and Pattern S2 possess
the square symmetry (with the lattice constant b) and are used for generating
square skyrmion lattices, whereas Pattern H1 and Pattern H2 possess the hexagonal
symmetry (with the lattice constants b and
√
3b) and are designed for generating
triangular skyrmion lattices. Pattern S1 and Pattern H1 are both composed of
narrow strips (shown in red) with the width t, and circular spots (shown in light
blue) with the diameter also t. Pattern S2 (Pattern H2) is obtained by removing
the narrow strips in Pattern S1 (Pattern H1). The circular spots are arranged in
a square lattice in Pattern S1 and Pattern S2, and a triangular lattice in Pattern
H1 and Pattern H2. The narrow strips lie along the perpendicular bisectors of the
edges of the squares (figure 4.2(a)) or triangles (figure 4.2(c)) formed by the circular
spots.
Surface anchoring imposed in different regions of the patterned surfaces is set as
follows. In the narrow strips, surface-preferred director orientations are chosen
uniformly planar as denoted with the black double-headed arrows, and strong surface
anchoring is used; in the circular spots, strong homeotropic surface anchoring
is imposed; whereas in regions outside the strips and spots, weak homeotropic
anchoring is imposed.
4.2 Preparing the initial configurations
In our numerical simulation, the initial configurations used are designed to have the
same symmetries as the patterns. Such initial configurations can greatly facilitate
the formation of the desired half-skyrmion lattices which are also expected to
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Figure 4.2: Four different surface patterns of the confining surfaces that are used in this
work. (a-b) Pattern S1 and Pattern S2 are designed for generating square half-skyrmion
lattices. In both cases 2ˆ 2 unit cells are shown. (c-d) Pattern H1 and Pattern H2 are
designed for generating triangular half-skyrmion lattices. In both cases 1ˆ 2 unit cells are
shown. Green nets represent regions where the confining surfaces intersect the double twist
cylinders; director orientations are imposed perpendicular to the confining surfaces by the
strong uniform surface anchoring in regions denoted by circles (in light blue) with diameter
t, and parallel to the confining surfaces in regions denoted by narrow strips (in red) with
width t inside which the double-headed arrows (in black) denote the surface-preferred
director orientations; gray rings denote locations around which singular line defects are
expected to be formed during the numerical relaxation procedure.
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Figure 4.3: Transformation of the mesh. The projection of the mesh on the xy-plane is
shown. The original bulk BPII structure is obtained on a square (cubic in three dimensions)
mesh denoted by the black dots. By appropriate compression and shear, the square mesh
is transformed into a triangular mesh (denoted in green). Arrows (in blue) show how
the mesh points are moved. Additional mesh points (in red) are allocated, such that the
new mesh (composed of mesh points denoted in both green and red) becomes rectangular
(cuboid in three dimensions).
possess the same symmetries as the patterns. We prepare the initial configurations
by properly reshaping the original bulk BPII structure. There are two different
approaches to reshape the liquid crystal structures numerically, one does not change
the mesh but updates the values assigned to mesh points, the other directly reshapes
the mesh without changing the values assigned to mesh points. In our case, the
former approach is technically difficult to implement, so the latter one is chosen.
Our finite difference relaxation method works on cuboid meshes. As a result, if the
mesh is not cuboid after being reshaped, additional mesh points should be allocated
properly, to make the mesh cuboid again.
For Pattern S1 and Pattern S2, the original bulk BPII is uniformly compressed
or dilated in x and y directions to fit the patterns. The green netted circular and
rectangular regions in figure 4.2(a-b) represent regions where the patterned surfaces
intersect the double twist cylinders. The green netted circles are concentric to
the light blue circles. In this way, around the center of the double twist cylinder
perpendicular to the confining surfaces, director orientations are compatible with the
strong homeotropic surface anchoring. We compress and dilate the BP structures
by simply changing the resolutions of the mesh (the distance between neighboring
mesh points) in related directions. The original bulk BPII structure is obtained
on a cubic mesh. After being reshaped, the resulting BPII structure is generally
discretized on a cuboid mesh, with the resolutions of the mesh being different in
different directions. To fit the distance d between the two confining surfaces, the
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original bulk BPII structure is also compressed or dilated uniformly along z axis.
For Pattern H1 and Pattern H2, in the first step, the original bulk BPII is distorted
to have the hexagonal symmetry – it is compressed by a factor of
√
3{2 along y
direction and sheared by π{6 along x direction, such that double twist cylinders
lying along z axis are arranged in an effective triangular lattice. In figure 4.3,
we show how this distortion is performed numerically on the mesh. Only the
projection of the mesh on the xy-plane is shown, since the periodicity along the z
direction is fixed. Black dots denote the square (cubic in three dimensions) mesh
on which the original bulk BPII structure is discretized. After the compression
and shear described above, the mesh points (in black) with their values of the Q
tensor elements are moved to different positions (denoted in green). Arrows (in
blue) describe how the mesh points are moved. The resulting mesh (in green) is
triangular, and the finite difference numerical calculations cannot be done on such
a mesh. For the convenience of the calculations, we allocate additional mesh points
(in red) to make the mesh rectangular (cuboid in three dimensions). The values of
the Q tensor elements on each new mesh point are approximated by the average
of the corresponding values on its two neighboring mesh points that are on its left
and its right, respectively. In the second step, the distorted bulk BPII structure
described above is uniformly compressed or dilated in both the x and y directions
to fit the patterns, and in the z direction to fit the distance d between the two
confining surfaces. Obviously, the compression or dilation ratios should be the same
in x and y directions to keep the symmetry unchanged. After the distortion, the
cross sections of double twist cylinders lying along z axis become elliptical (see the
green netted ellipses in figure 4.2(c-d)).
In the four lateral surfaces of the simulation box, periodic boundary conditions
are adopted. During the numerical relaxation process, line defects are expected to
form. The gray rings in figure 4.2 denote locations around which the expected line
defects intersect the confining surfaces. We do calculations with different d and b to
study their influences on the confined BP structures and find the optimal packing
of skyrmions.
4.3Results
4.3.1Pattern S1
The structure of director field and disclinations obtained using Pattern S1 with
d “ 0.3, b “ 1.2, t “ b{36 are shown in figure 4.4(a). Disclinations are drawn (in
yellow) as isosurfaces of the scalar order parameter with S “ 0.2. Director is shown
(in green) in the midplane (parallel to the confining surfaces) of the simulation box.
2ˆ2 unit cells are shown. At the regions where four planar strips (rectangles in red)
in Pattern S1 meet, there is a pair of -1/2 disclinations separated by a short distance
(approximately 1/4 of the unit cell edge length) along the y direction. This pair of
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Figure 4.4: (a) Square skyrmion lattice obtained using Pattern S1 with d “ 0.3, b “ 1.2, t “
b{36. (b) Square skyrmion lattice obtained using Pattern S1 with d “ 0.3, b “ 1.2, t “ b{12.
(c) Square skyrmion lattices obtained using Pattern S2 with d “ 0.3, b “ 1.2, t “ b{36.
Disclinations form a distorted honeycomb lattice. Disclinations are drawn (in yellow) as
isosurfaces of the scalar order parameter with S “ 0.12 in (b) and S “ 0.2 in (a) and (c).
The surfaces drawn in red represent isosurfaces of S “ 0.3. Director field in the midplane
(parallel to the patterned surfaces) of the simulation box is shown in green. 2 ˆ 2 unit
cells are shown.
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Figure 4.5: Director field of the square half-skyrmion lattice obtained using Pattern S1
with d “ 0.3, b “ 1.2, t “ b{12 in planes parallel to the confining surfaces. (a) z “ 0
plane, (b) z “ d{4 plane, (c) z “ d{2 plane, (d) z “ 3d{4 plane, (e) z “ d plane.
disclinations approximately lie in the xz plane, and the angles they make with the z
axis are the opposite of each other. The isosurfaces of S “ 0.3 are shown in red. The
pair of separated isosurfaces of S “ 0.2 merge into one single isosurface with larger
S, implying the possibility of realizing disclinations with the winding number -1
under different anchoring conditions. Between the pair of disclinations, the director
field is nematic-like. From the director field, typical half-skyrmion features can
be clearly seen. The centre of each half-skyrmion coincides with the centre of one
homeotropic spot (light blue circle) in Pattern S1 in the xy coordinates. In the
centre of each half-skyrmion, the director points along the z direction. It rotates by
π{2 form the centre of the half-skyrmion to the perimeter. These half-skyrmions
constitute a square lattice.
In order to investigate the effects of the thickness of the planar strips and the
homeotropic spots on the confined BP structure, we do calculations with t “ b{12
while keeping d and b unchanged. The obtained structure is shown in figure 4.4(b)
where disclinations are drawn (in yellow) as isosurfaces of the scalar order parameter
with S “ 0.12. The free energy density becomes about 11% higher because of
the stronger confinement. In this case, half-skyrmions still form a square lattice.
However, due to larger t, each pair of -1/2 disclinations shown in 4.4(a) merge into
one single disclination with the winding number -1. The -1 disclinations are almost
perpendicular to the patterned surfaces. The shape of each half-skyrmion is ideally
square. The -1 disclinations lie exactly at the vertices of the squares, coinciding
with locations where four planar strips meet in Pattern S1. Therefore, disclinations
also constitute a square lattice, being the dual lattice of the half-skyrmion lattice.
Influenced by the patterned surface anchoring, the isosurfaces of S “ 0.12 are
thinner near the patterned surfaces and thicker away from the patterned surfaces,
deviating a lot from cylindrical. A four-fold symmetry can be seen, owing to the
four-fold symmetry imposed by the planar strips.
In figure 4.5(a-e), we show the director field of the square half-skyrmion lattice
obtained using Pattern S1 with d “ 0.3, b “ 1.2, t “ b{12 in planes z “ 0, z “ d{4,
z “ d{2, z “ 3d{4, z “ d, respectively. In the midplane, the director rotates from
the center of the half-skyrmion to the perimeter about the axis pointing from the
center to the perimeter. If we draw a cylindrical surface with the axis perpendicular
to the confining surfaces and passing through the center the the half-skyrmion, then
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Figure 4.6: (a) Square skyrmion lattice obtained using Pattern S1 with d “ 0.5, b “
1.2, t “ b{36. (b) Square skyrmion lattices obtained using Pattern S1 with d “ 1.0, b “
1.2, t “ b{36. (c) Director and disclination structure obtained using Pattern S1 with
d “ 1.3, b “ 1.2, t “ b{36. Disclinations are drawn (in yellow) as isosurfaces of the scalar
order parameter with S “ 0.2. Director field in the midplane (parallel to the patterned
surfaces) of the simulation box is shown in green. 2ˆ 2 unit cells are shown.
in the cylindrical surface, the director always lies in the surface. However, in planes
away from the midplane, moving from the center to the perimeter, the director also
rotates about the z axis, in addition to the same rotation occurring in the midplane.
Specifically, for z ă 0, the director rotates about the ´z axis, whereas for z ą 0
it rotates about the z axis. The rotation angle is positively correlated with the
distance between the plane and the midplane.
Figure 4.6(a) shows the results obtained using Pattern S1 for d “ 0.5, b “ 1.2, t “
b{36. Pairs of disclinations are also observed. However, each pair of disclinations is
separated along x direction, by a relatively larger distance (about 1/3 of the unit
cell edge length). The skyrmion lattice is still square, and effectively, perimeter of
each half-skyrmion forms a rectangle.
Figure 4.6(b) shows the half-skyrmion lattice obtained using Pattern S1 for d “
1.0, b “ 1.2, t “ b{36. Disclinations become very curvy. Each pair of disclinations
are separated along the diagonal direction of the midplane (parallel to the confining
surfaces) of the simulation box. The director field is locally uniform not only
between each pair of disclinations but between any two -1/2 disclinations.
When d is increased up to 1.3, the typical skyrmion profile cannot be observed
anymore, and a different structure emerges, as shown in figure 4.6(c). However, there
still exist points at which the director is perpendicular to the confining surfaces,
and these points constitute a square lattice. Apart from disclinations that connnect
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Figure 4.7: Average free energy density in a unit cell computed as a function of d and
b in the case of Pattern S1 with t “ b{36. Dotted lines represent ranges of b in which
structural transitions occur.
the two confining surfaces, we observe spiral-like disclinations that nearly lie in
the midplane (parallel to the confining surfaces) of the simulation box along the
y direction. Disclinations connecting the confining surfaces are roughly V-shaped,
and alternatively change the direction in which they lie.
The free energy density (i.e., the total free energy divided by the volume of the
simulation box) as a function of d and b in the case of Pattern S1 with t “ b{36 is
shown in figure 4.7. In each curve, if a structural transition takes place between
any two neighboring points due to the change of b, these two points are connected
with a dotted line, otherwise they are connected with a solid line. When the cell is
very thin (d ď 0.5), the free energy density first drops with the increase of b. After
achieving the minimum, the free energy density starts to increase with the increase
of b. For b ranging from 0.8 to 2, half-skyrmion lattices can always be obtained.
For a thicker cell (d ě 0.7), the free energy density also first drops with the increase
of b. However, after achieving a local minimum, the curve becomes non-monotonic,
owing to the structural transitions with the increase of b. For thicker cell, regular
lattices composed of half-skyrmions and disclinations cannot be formed with too
large or too small b. When the cell thickness d is as large as 1.3, half-skyrmion
lattices cannot be observed for any value of b. Instead, other structures emerge.
The structure shown in figure 4.6(c) is such an example. In one word, the thinner
the cell is, the more likely half-skyrmion lattices are to be formed.
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Figure 4.8: (a) Square half-skyrmion lattices obtained using Pattern S2 with d “ 1.0, b “
1.2, t “ b{36. (b) Director and disclination structure obtained using Pattern S2 with
d “ 1.3, b “ 1.2, t “ b{36. Disclinations are drawn (in yellow) as isosurfaces of the scalar
order parameter with S “ 0.2. Director field in the midplane (parallel to the patterned
surfaces) of the simulation box is shown in green. 2ˆ 2 unit cells are shown.
4.3.2 Pattern S2
Using Pattern S2 with d “ 0.3, b “ 1.2, t “ b{36, a more complicated half-skyrmion
lattice can be obtained, as shown in figure 4.4(c). 2ˆ 2 unit cells are shown. The
centres of the half-skyrmions still form a square lattice. Along the diagonal direction
of the squares, pairs of -1/2 disclinations are separated by a distance slightly larger
than 1/4 of the diagonal length of the square. These disclinations are perpendicular
to the confining surfaces, and form a distorted honeycomb lattice. It can also be
viewed that the disclinations form two square lattices which interpenetrate each
other. The free energy density of this structure is lower than that of the structure
shown in figure 4.4(a), implying that this structure is more stable.
In figure 4.8(a), we show the half-skyrmion lattice obtained using Pattern S2 with
d “ 1.0, b “ 1.2, t “ b{36. The profile is close to that obtained using Pattern S1
with the same parameters (i.e., the profile shown in figure 4.6(b)), but the defect
lines are less curvy. The free energy density of this structure is lower than that of
the structure shown in figure 4.6(b).
Increasing d up to 1.3, the obtained structure (shown in figure 4.8(b)) is quite similar
to that obtained using Pattern S1 with the same parameters (i.e., the structure
shown in figure 4.6(c)). Not only disclinations connecting the confining surfaces but
also spiral-like disclinations that nearly lie along the y direction in the midplane
(parallel to the confining surfaces) of the simulation box are obtained. This means
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Figure 4.9: Triangular skyrmion lattices obtained using Pattern H1 with d “ 0.3, b “
1.4, t “ b{36. Disclinations form a honeycomb lattice. Disclinations are drawn (in yellow)
as isosurfaces of the scalar order parameter with S “ 0.2. Director field in the midplane
(parallel to the patterned surfaces) of the simulation box is shown in green. 1 ˆ 2 unit
cells are shown.
that, for thicker cell, planar strips in Pattern S1 do not have any significant role.
4.3.3Pattern H1
Figure 4.9 shows the skyrmion profile obtained using Pattern H1 with d “ 0.3, b “
1.4, t “ b{36. 1ˆ 2 unit cells are shown. In this structure, half-skyrmions form a
triangular lattice. Whereas -1/2 disclinations form a honeycomb lattice which is
the dual lattice of the triangular skyrmion lattice. The whole structure possesses a
hexagonal symmetry. For b “ 1.4, the hexagonal structure is stable up to d “ 0.8,
whereas beyond this the hexagonal symmetry disassembles. As an example, we
show the structure obtained with d “ 1.0 in figure 4.10(a). Again, we observe two
types of disclinations: the first type connect the two patterned surfaces, and the
second type lie nearly parallel to the patterned surfaces.
The free energy density computed as a function of d and b in the case of Pattern
H1 with t “ b{36 is shown in figure 4.11. As before, if structural transitions take
place due to the change of b, they are denoted by dotted lines. Similar to the case
of Pattern S1, for thinner cell, the triangular half-skyrmion lattice is stable for large
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Figure 4.10: Disclination network obtained using (a) Pattern H1 and (b) Pattern H2 with
d “ 1.0, b “ 1.4, t “ b{36. The honeycomb defect lattice disassembles. Disclinations are
drawn (in yellow) as isosurfaces of the scalar order parameter with S “ 0.2. 1ˆ 2 unit
cells are shown.
Figure 4.11: Average free energy density in a unit cell as a function of d and b in the
case of Pattern H1 with t “ b{36. Dotted lines represent ranges of b in which structural
transitions take place.
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range of b. For thicker cell, structural transitions can take place with changing b,
which results in the non-monotonicity of the curves.
4.3.4Pattern H2
From figure 4.11, we can see that the free energy density of the triangular skyrmion
lattice can be quite low, comparable to that of the bulk BPII which is -568.9 J{m3,
indicating that these structures can be energetically very stable. Indeed, without
the aid of the planar strips, only using Pattern H2 with homoetropic spots, we can
already obtain the same triangular half-skyrmion lattice as that shown in figure
4.9, provided that the values of d and b correspond to lower free energy density in
curves shown in figure 4.11.
For Pattern H2 with b “ 1.4, the triangular skyrmion lattice structure is stable
until d “ 0.9. When d “ 1.0, the structure transforms into a new lattice structure
shown in figure 4.10(b). A similar structure was previously observed in a simulation
without surface patterns [6]. This structure almost possesses a hexagonal symmetry,
but is composed of two types of disclinations. One type of disclinations are nearly
perpendicular to the patterned surfaces, and form a triangular lattice; the other type
of disclinations make four-arm junctions, in which one arm is nearly perpendicular
to the patterned surfaces, whereas other three arms make the same angle with each
other and are not in contact with the patterned surfaces.
For some values of d and b (corresponds to high free energy density in curves shown in
figure 4.11.), planar strips (i.e., Pattern H1) are a necessity for realizing the triangular
skyrmion lattices. For instance, using Pattern H1 with d “ 0.3, b “ 2.0, t “ b{36,
one can obtain the triangular skyrmion lattice structure like the one shown in
in figure 4.9. However, using Pattern H2 with the same parameters, a different
lattice structure emerges, as shown in figure 4.12. It is a regular lattice but without
the hexagonal symmetry. The typical skyrmion profile is barely seen either. In a
skyrmion lattice, the director is perpendicular to the lattice plane only at the central
point of each skyrmion. Whereas in figure 4.12, the director is almost perpendicular
to the lattice plane at a lot of points which nearly align in straight lines.
4.4Discussion
In Ref. [6] and [32], half-skyrmion lattices are generated in BP thin films by
homogenous confining surfaces (with no surface patterns). There periodicities of
the confined BPs are formed naturally as imposed by the bulk BP material. In
experiments, with the liquid crystal in the isotropic phase being cooled down,
periodic structure with the optimal lattice constant is formed spontaneously. The
lattice constant cannot be adjusted as wished. In our work, periodicities of the
confined BPII structures are imposed by the patterned confining surfaces. Therefore,
periodic structures with various lattice constants are allowed to be formed. There
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Top view
Side view
Figure 4.12: Disclination structure obtained using Pattern H2 with d “ 0.3, b “ 2.0, t “
b{36. Hexagonal structure cannot form without the planar strips that exist in Pattern
H1. Disclinations are drawn (in yellow) as isosurfaces of the scalar order parameter
with S “ 0.2. Director field in the midplane (parallel to the patterned surfaces) of the
simulation box is shown in green. 1ˆ 2 unit cells are shown.
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Figure 4.13: (a) Half-skyrmion lattices composed of half-skyrmions (HSk) and half-anti-
skyrmions (HASk) in chiral magnets. This figure is from Ref. [71]. Different colors
represent different values of the spin component perpendicular to the two-dimensional
lattice plane. (b)Triangular half-skyrmion lattices cannot be formed in chiral magnets,
owing to the geometrical frustration.
is an energetic interplay between the periodicity of the surface pattern and the
inherent pitch (or periodicity) of the blue phase material – that roughly determines
the actual size (diameter) of the skyrmions. We chose the skyrmion size and surface
pattern periodicity to be compatible. However, if these characteristic scales were
chosen as substantially different, then other unexpected non-regular structures could
emerge. Further on, with differently designed surface patterns, different types of
skyrmion lattices as well as other types of periodic structures are expected to be
possibly realized in BPII liquid crystals.
Our surface-patterning approach can be straightforwardly extended to BPI thin
films. In BPI, double twist cylinders are stacked up in a more complicated way
(body centered cubic symmetry), in comparison with the case of BPII (simple
cubic symmetry). With properly designed surface patterns for BPI, in addition to
the square and triangular lattices, it is possible to realize more types of skyrmion
lattices.
The half-skyrmion lattices predicted in our work show interesting analogies and
differences between liquid crystal and magnetic systems. In magnets, the unit
vector order parameter n (effectively, the magnetization) is genuinely vectorial.
This feature allows the formation of square half-skyrmion lattices, but prohibits
the formation of triangular half-skyrmion lattices, in which case n is undefined if n
at the perimeter of the skyrmions always lies in the two-dimensional lattice plane.
Figure 4.13(a) (adopted from Ref. [71]) represents the square half-skyrmion lattice
formed in a chiral magnet with compass anisotropy. This half-skyrmion lattice is
composed of two types of half-skyrmions, which are referred to as half-skyrmions
(HSk) and half-anti-skyrmions (HASk), depending on the direction of n in the
center of the half-skyrmions. Different colors represent different values of the spin
component perpendicular to the two-dimensional lattice plane. In the center of an
HSk and an HASk, n is perpendicular to the lattice plane, but points to the opposite
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directions. In the perimeter of an HSk, n points to the clockwise direction; whereas,
in the perimeter of an HASk, n points to the counterclockwise direction. Therefore,
at the touching point of an HSk and an HASk, the unit vector order parameter is
compatible. At any corner of the square-shaped HSk or HASk, there is a singular
defect. This square half-skyrmion lattice in chiral magnetic systems is strongly
analogous to the square half-skyrmion lattice we obtain in confined BPII films, as
shown in figure 4.4(b), except that the property of the vectorial order parameter
is different. Figure 4.13(b) explains why triangular half-skyrmion lattices are not
allowed to be formed in magnetic systems. Three skyrmions sit at the three vertices
of a triangular, respectively. If the first skyrmion is an HSk, then the second one has
to be an HASk. In such case, the last skyrmion cannot choose to be either an HSk or
an HASk. This picture is reminiscent of the anti-ferromagnetic Ising model on the
triangular lattice, which is a standard example of spin systems showing geometrical
frustrations. In contrast to the magnetic systems, liquid crystal systems have the
director n being linelike, with the head-tail symmetry. This distinctive feature
allows not only square but also triangular half-skyrmion lattices to be formed in
confined highly chiral nematic liquid crystals.
5Dislocations in blue phases
In material science, dislocations are a well-known type of one dimensional defects.
The core of a dislocation refers to the region in which the constituent elements of
the material deviate from the positions where they should be in material without
defects [35]. The core only has a large scale in one direction, i.e., the direction of the
dislocation. In the two directions perpendicular to the dislocation, the dimension
of the core is usually no larger than several unit cells. There are two basic types
of dislocations—edge dislocations and screw dislocations. However, in natural
materials dislocations are typically a hybrid of these two types. A screw dislocation
can be either left-handed or right-handed. Figure 5.1 schematically shows an edge
dislocation and a screw dislocation with right-handedness in a simple cubic lattice.
The strength of a dislocation is characterized by a vector called the Burgers vector.
The Burgers vector is perpendicular to the dislocation line in an edge dislocation,
and parallel to the dislocation line in a screw dislocation. In a hybrid dislocation,
the Burgers vector is neither perpendicular nor parallel to the dislocation line.
Dislocations are ubiquitous in materials with periodic structures, and are responsible
for many phenomenons in nature, such as crystal growth and plastic deformations
[35, 39]. Blue phases (BPs) are a special kind of soft materials. While BPIII is
believed to be structureless [64], BPI and BPII both have full three dimensional
periodic structures. This indicates the existence of dislocations in BPI and BPII.
Dislocations in BPs were studied in Ref. [41, 43, 74]. In this chapter, we numerically
study the possible dislocation structures in BPs. We only study dislocations along
the [100] crystallographic direction. Material parameters are chosen as stated in
Section 2.7. Several special boundaries are proposed. Confined by these boundaries,
Screw dislocationEdge dislocation
Figure 5.1: Schematic illustrations of the two basic types of dislocations in a simple cubic
lattice—edge dislocation (left) and right-handed screw dislocation (right).
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Figure 5.2: Schematic illustration of the controlling system for inducing edge dislocations
in BPs. The two parallel cells filled with bulk BPs serve as the boundary conditions, and
the liquid crystal confined inside the wedge cell is the object under study. The geometry
of the confined region (the wedge cell) is determined by the three integers—nthin, nthick
and nw, which are length quantities rescaled by the bulk BP unit cell constant. Thus such
geometry can be called Geometry nthinnthicknw for convenience.
the two types of BPs show various dislocation structures.
5.1 Boundary and initial conditions preparation
5.1.1 Edge dislocation case
The controlling system for the realization of edge dislocations consists of three
parts—two cells (with different thickness) composed of a pair of parallel surfaces,
which are connected by a wedge cell with a thickness variation. Its cross section
perpendicular to the x direction is schematically shown in figure 5.2, in which nthin
means that the thickness of the thin parallel cell is equal to nthin times the BP unit
cell constant, nthick means that the thickness of the thick parallel cell is equal to
nthick times the BP unit cell constant, and nw means that the width of the wedge
cell equals nw times the BP uni cell constant. In our suggested experiment, both the
wedge cell and the parallel cells are filled with isotropic fluids of BP material. When
the isotropic fluids are cooled down, edge dislocation structures are expected to be
formed inside the wedge cell, whereas bulk BP structures are expected to be formed
in the two parallel cells. In our numerical experiment, however, the two parallel
cells are filled with bulk BPs, and serve as the boundary conditions. The liquid
crystal confined inside the wedge cell is the object being studied, and evolves from
typical initial conditions in the finite difference relaxation procedure. Our numerical
experiment is an approximation of the real experiment. The three integers nthin,
nthick and nw completely determine the geometry of the system. Hereafter in this
chapter, for simplicity, this type of geometry is called Geometry nthinnthicknw.
To induce desired dislocation structures inside the wedge cell, we specifically design
boundary conditions for each boundary of the wedge cell. The dimension of the
wedge cell in the x direction is taken to be the same as the bulk BP unit cell
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Figure 5.3: Boundary conditions preparation for inducing edge dislocations. (a) The
leftmost column of unit cells are moved upward by a distance of half of the lattice constant
to be the left-sided boundary (in green); the rightmost column is unchanged, serving as the
right boundary (in yellow); the uppermost and lowermost rows are reshaped and moved
to fill in the blue-coloured region as the upper and lower boundaries. Periodic boundary
conditions are adopted in the third direction. (b) The three dimensional disclination
structure of the bounding unit cells, where BPII is taken for example. Dashed lines denote
the boundaries of the wedge cell.
constant, and periodic boundary conditions are used in the wedge cell boundaries
perpendicular to the x axis. As described above, bulk BPs serve as the boundary
conditions in the left-sided and right-sided boundaries (perpendicular to the y axis)
of the wedge cell. For the two slanted wedge cell surfaces, we design two types of
boundary conditions, which will be described as follows.
The first type of boundary conditions for the slanted wedge cell surfaces are made
by appropriately distorting the bulk BP lattices. Without loss of generality, figure
5.3(a) illustrates how the bulk BPs are distorted in the case of Geometry 233. Only
the cross section perpendicular to the x axis is drawn. Starting from a 1ˆ 5ˆ 5
sized BP lattice, we first shift the leftmost column of unit cells upward by a distance
of a
2
, where a is the bulk BP unit cell constant. These unit cells are denoted in
green after the shift. Then we distort the unit cells in areas where the coordinates
y and z satisfy {
´1.5a ă y ă 1.5a
z ě 1.5a or z ď ´1.5a ,
so that these unit cells fill in the two parallelogramical regions denoted in blue. We
do this in the following way: for any point (x, y, z) in the upper parallelogramical
region, Q tensors are updated according to
Qnewpx, y, zq “ Qpx, y, z ` 2a´ y
8
q,
whereas for any point (x, y, z) in the lower parallelogramical region, Q tensors are
updated according to
Qnewpx, y, zq “ Qpx, y, z ´ 2a´ y
8
q.
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Figure 5.4: (a) Boundary conditions of the wedge cell. Periodic boundary condition is used
along the x direction. Bulk BPs act as the left-sided and right-sided boundaries. On the
two slanted wedge cell surfaces, patterned surface anchoring is imposed. (b) Schematic
representations of the patterned surfaces. Regions with colors represent where the DTCs
of the distorted BPs intersect the patterned surfaces. Elliptical regions are very close to
circles, due to the rather small eccentricity.
After the shift and distortion, the wedge cell is bounded on the left and right by
bulk BPs (in green and yellow), and on the top and bottom by distorted bulk BPs
(in blue), which will serve as boundary conditions. Figure 5.3(b) shows the three
dimensional disclination structure of such bounding bulk BPs and distorted bulk
BPs, where BPII is taken for example.
The boundary conditions realized using distorted bulk BPs are experimentally
intractable. To avoid the distorted BPs, we propose the second type of boundary
conditions for the slanted wedge cell surfaces based on the surface-patterning
approach. Surface-patterning approach works by imposing different types of surface
anchoring in different regions of the surfaces that interact with the liquid crystal.
The effectiveness of this approach is already verified in Chapter 4 when it is used to
generate half-skyrmion lattices in BPII layers. To mimic the effects of the boundaries
composed of distorted BPs, surface pattern is designed based on the director field
profile of the distorted BPs on the two slanted wedge cell surfaces. We take BPII
in the case of Geometry 233 for example to illustrate the design of the surface
pattern. As shown in figure 5.4(a), the two patterned surfaces (in blue) serve as
the boundaries, replacing the distorted BPs shown in figure 5.3(a). In figure 5.4(b),
how the surface is patterned is schematically shown. Regions with colors represent
where the DTCs of the distorted BPs intersect the two slanted wedge cell surfaces,
i.e., the patterned surfaces. Among the three groups of DTCs of the distorted
BPII, only two groups (lying along the x direction and the z direction, respectively)
intersect the patterned surfaces. The cross sections are elliptical and rectangular,
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Figure 5.5: Examples of initial conditions obtained by distorting bulk BPII unit cells in
the case of Geometry 233. (a) Initial condition 223. (b) Initial condition 233.
respectively. In figure 5.4(b), the ellipses are very close to circles, because the
eccentricity of the ellipses are rather small. The semi-major and semi-minor axes
of the yellow ellipses is two thirds of that of the gray ones, and the width of the
green rectangles is two thirds of that of the gray ones. The surface is patterned
as follows: in the yellow elliptical regions, strong anchoring is imposed, and the
surface preferred director orientation is along the z axis; in the green rectangular
regions, strong surface anchoring is used as well, but the surface preferred director
orientation is along the x axis; in regions outside the yellow ellipses and green
rectangles, weak surface anchoring is imposed with the surface-preferred director
orientation along the z direction. In the numerical simulation, the bulk free energy
should be complemented by the surface free energy. The evaluation of the surface
free energy is described in section 2.5.
In the numerical minimization, to obtain desired liquid crystal structures, it is
important to choose appropriate initial configurations. To obtain edge dislocation
structures, we use two types of initial conditions. The first type are random initial
conditions, with which various equilibrium structures with different free energy and
stabilities can be obtained. The second type of initial conditions are obtained by
distorting the bulk BP unit cells. In figure 5.5, we show two examples of such initial
configurations by drawing the disclination network. Here we use BPII and Geometry
233 as an example to illustrate how the bulk BPs are distorted. Bulk BP unit cells
are dilated or compressed along the z direction to fill the wedge cell. There are
different ways to arrange the unit cells. Hereafter, for the sake of convenience, we
use the symbols 223 and 233 to denote the two initial configurations, respectively.
The number of integers under the line is equal to nw, and each integer denotes the
number of distorted BP unit cells arranged in the given column.
5.1.2Screw dislocation case
In a screw dislocation, unit cells are arranged in a helical pattern (as shown in
figure 5.1), and the Burgers vector is parallel to the dislocation line. In order
for screw dislocation structures to be formed in BPs, we prepare two types of
boundary conditions, which are made by distorting the bulk BP lattices and by
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Figure 5.6: Boundary conditions preparation for inducing right-handed screw dislocations.
(a) Substances at the boundaries (in green) are shifted along x direction by a distance
relying on the angle positions to make a screw. (b) The three dimensional disclination
structure (in red) of the bounding unit cells, where BPII is taken for example. The original
BP lattice is shown in yellow for comparison.
surface-patterning approach, respectively.
For the first type of boundary conditio s, b lk BP lattices are distorted as follows
(right-handed screw is taken for example). We start from a 1ˆ 5ˆ 5 sized bulk BP
lattice as shown in Figure 5.6(a). For any given point (x, y, z), let ϑ (0 ď ϑ ă 2π)
denote the angle of the line connecting this point and the central point of the BP
lattice O relative to the positive direction of y axis. Then we distort the bulk
BP by moving the substance at this point along the x axis to another position
(x` aϑ{2π, y, z), i.e., we update Q tensor according to
Qnewpx, y, zq “ Qpx´ aϑ{2π, y, zq.
In the x direction, periodic boundary conditions are used, i.e., for any point with
x ă aϑ{2π, Q is updated as
Qnewpx, y, zq “ Qpx` nxa´ aϑ{2π, y, zq.
The distorted bulk BPs in the region{
y ď 0.5a or y ě 4.5a
z ď 0.5a or z ě 4.5a
(denoted in green) will act as the boundary in the simulation. Figure 5.6(b) shows
the three dimensional disclination structure (in red) of such bounding distorted
bulk BPs, where BPII is taken for example, and, for clarity, the dimension in the x
direction is chosen to be 3a. For comparison, disclination structure of the original
bulk BP in the same region is also shown (in yellow). Comparing the distorted
BP structure to the original one, a right-handed helical pattern is clearly seen.
The distorted bulk BP lattice inside the boundary is chosen as one type of initial
conditions. To obtain various screw dislocation structures, we also use random
initial conditions.
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5.2Results
5.2.1Edge dislocations in BPII
Effects of the wedge cell width
To examine the effects of the width of the wedge cell nw on the disclination
structures of the confined BPII, we run calculations in the case of Geometry 123,
Geometry 125 and Geometry 127 with various kinds of initial conditions, including
random initial conditions and distorted bulk BP structures described in subsection
5.1.1. The obtained dislocation structures are shown in figure 5.7 (a), (b) and
(c), respectively. For each confining geometry, the obtained structures are placed
from top to bottom in the order of increasing free energy density, i.e., decreasing
thermodynamic stability.
For Geometry 123, we only obtain two different dislocation structures. With random
initial conditions, we only obtain one structure (figure 5.7(a) top), which has the
lowest free energy density. This structure is exactly the same as the one obtained
with initial condition 122. Comparing this structure with the structure of initial
condition 122, it can be seen that they highly resemble each other with only a slight
difference in the disclination lines. The confined BPII structure is still made up
of the typical BPII unit cells, which have four-arm junctions but are deformed in
comparison with the bulk BPII unit cells. There are three columns of such unit
cells. From left to right, each column consists of 1, 2 and 2 unit cells, respectively.
Between the first and second column, the number of unit cells jumps from 1 to
2. Because of the mismatch in the number of arms of the two columns, two arms
of the second column are not able to connect with arms of the first column and
have to connect with the periodic boundaries. The second dislocation structure for
Geometry 123 is obtained using initial condition 112, and its free energy density is
approximately 3% higher than that of the first structure. Comparing this structure
with the structure of initial condition 112, the first column of unit cells with only
one unit cell and the third column of unit cells containing two unit cells are still
visible. However, in the second column, the junction is about to break up, which
indicates that it is very energetically costly to maintain only one typical BPII
unit cell (four-arm junction) in this part of the wedge cell under such confining
conditions.
In the case of Geometry 125, we obtain three different dislocation structures. Using
initial conditions 11222, 12222 and different random initial conditions, we obtain
exactly the same structure (figure 5.7(b) top). In this structure, three columns
of unit cells with four-arm junctions can be identified—one lies on the left side
of the wedge cell and contains only one unit cell; two lie on the right side and
both contain two unit cells. In the regions in between, junctions with four arms
can still be observed. However, typical BPII unit cells are barely seen, since the
disclination structure is strongly deformed compared to the bulk BPII unit cells.
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Figure 5.7: Edge dislocation structures obtained in BPII in the case of (a) Geometry 123,
(b) Geometry 125 and (c) Geometry 127 with various kinds of initial conditions. For each
confining geometry, the obtained structures are placed from top to bottom in the order of
increasing free energy density. Disclinations are drawn (in red for the boundaries and in
green inside the wedge cells) with the isosurface of the nematic degree of order S “ 0.1.
The center of DTCs is represented by the isosurfaces (in blue) of the quantity A with the
value 0.17.
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Figure 5.8: Edge dislocation structure of BPII obtained in the case of Geometry 233
with the initial condition 223. Disclinations are drawn with the isosurface (in red for the
boundaries and in green inside the wedge cells) of the nematic degree of order S “ 0.1.
Director field shown in green is taken from the planes in gray denoted by the same number.
The center of DTCs is represented by the isosurfaces (in blue) of the quantity A with the
value 0.17.
Also, compared to disclination structures in the same regions in initial configurations
11222 or 12222, the positions of the junctions shift a lot. The second dislocation
structure (figure 5.7(b) middle) is obtained by using initial condition 11122. In this
structure, four unit cell columns are observed—two columns lie on the left side of
the wedge cell, and the other two lie on the right side. In between, two four-arm
junctions can be identified. The third dislocation structure (figure 5.7(b) bottom)
is obtained using initial condition 11112. In this case, we also observe four unit cell
columns. However, three unit cell columns lie on the left side of the wedge cell, and
only one lies on the right side. In the regions in between, no four-arm junctions are
found. Comparing the three dislocation structures, it can be seen that in all cases
the wedge cell contains unit cell columns lying on the left side and the right side
respectively. The unit cell columns on both sides are separated by a region in which
no typical BPII unit cells can be found. The widths of this region of the three
structures are equal to 2, 1 and 1 times the bulk BPII lattice constant, respectively.
Increasing nw up to 7, five different dislocation structures are obtained. Same as
before, all of these structures consist of two regions filled with unit cell columns and
one region without unit cell columns in between. The first structure is obtained with
initial condition 1112222 and random initial conditions. The second one is obtained
using the initial conditions 1122222 and 1222222. The other three structures are
obtained using the initial conditions 1111222, 1111122 and 1111112, respectively.
Dislocations with the minimum Burgers vector
In figure 5.8, we show the results obtained in the case of Geometry 233 with the
initial condition 223. Disclinations are drawn with the isosurface of the nematic
degree of order S “ 0.1. The center of DTCs is represented by the isosurfaces (in
blue) of the quantity A (described in section 3.4) with the value 0.17. Disclinations
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Figure 5.9: Edge dislocation in BPII obtained in the case of Geometry 233 with the initial
condition 233 or random initial conditions. Disclinations are drawn with the isosurface (in
red for the boundaries and in green inside the wedge cells) of the nematic degree of order
S “ 0.1. The center of DTCs is represented by the isosurfaces (in blue) of the quantity A
with the value 0.17.
at the boundary and in the confined region are shown in red and green, respectively.
Inside the confined region, there are three columns of unit cells. The first and
the second columns (from the left) both contain two unit cells of BPII, whereas
the third column contains three unit cells. So it could be considered that an edge
dislocation occurs between the second and the third columns of unit cells. We
choose several planes (in gray) perpendicular to the y axis and number them with
1–8. The director field in each of the eight planes is shown (in green) on the right.
Plane 1 is chosen from the bulk BPII, and from its director field, it can be seen
that the positions of the swirling director configurations roughly coincide with
the centers of DTCs. The swirling director configuration becomes more and more
unrecognizable as the plane approaches the dislocation core. In plane 5, the swirling
structure is completely unrecognizable, and here the DTCs along the y direction
break up. From the network composed of DTCs, the edge dislocation feature can
be clearly seen. The DTCs lying along the z axis are almost straight, except in the
region close to the dislocation core where the DTC breaks up.
Figure 5.9 shows the structure of edge dislocation in BPII obtained in the case of
Geometry 233 with the initial condition 233. An edge dislocation occurs between
the first and the second columns of BPII unit cells. The center of DTCs is also
shown, from which the edge dislocation is clearly seen. The free energy density
of this structure, i.e., the total free energy of the confined region divided by the
volume of the confined region, is a bit lower than that of the structure shown in
figure 5.8. Using random initial conditions, the same structure is obtained, and it is
the only structure obtained with random initial conditions. This implies that this
structure is energetically very stable.
Using the patterned surfaces as the boundaries for the slanted wedge cell surfaces
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Figure 5.10: Edge dislocation in BPII obtained using patterned surface anchoring imposed
on the two slanted wedge cell surfaces in the case of Geometry 233 with the initial condition
233 or random initial conditions. Disclinations are drawn with the isosurface (in red for
the boundaries and in green inside the wedge cells) of the nematic degree of order S “ 0.1.
The two patterned surfaces are shown in blue.
(as shown in figure 5.4) and the initial condition 233, we obtain the confined BPII
structure shown in figure 5.10. Compared this structure with the structure (figure
5.9) obtained using the distorted bulk BPII lattices as the boundaries for the
slanted wedge cell surfaces, they only show some differences in the disclination
network near the slanted wedge cell surfaces. Using patterned surfaces instead of
the distorted bulk BPs as the boundary conditions is more experimentally tractable.
Our simulation results show that both approaches lead to similar defect structures.
Dislocations with larger Burgers vector
To induce the formation of edge dislocations with higher strength, i.e., larger Burgers
vector magnitude, in BPII, we perform simulations in the case of Geometry 133
with the initial conditions 113, 123, 133 and random initial conditions. No matter
what initial condition is used, we always obtain the same dislocation structure,
which is shown in figure 5.11. Apparently, a dislocation with larger Burgers vector
magnitude is not formed. Instead, we observe two edge dislocations with minimum
Burgers vector magnitude, which occur between the first and the second columns,
and the second and the third columns, respectively. Our results are consistent with
the fact that dislocations with higher strength are energetically unstable and apt to
split into dislocations with minimum Burgers vector magnitude.
5.2.2Screw dislocations in BPII
Dislocations with the minimum Burgers vector
In figure 5.12, we show screw dislocation structures in BPII with right-handedness
and minimum Burgers vector magnitude (which equals the BPII lattice constant
a) obtained with different random initial conditions and the distorted bulk BPII
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Figure 5.11: Edge dislocation in BPII obtained in the case of Geometry 133 with the initial
condition 113, 123, 133 or random initial conditions. Disclinations are drawn with the
isosurface (in red for the boundaries and in green inside the wedge cells) of the nematic
degree of order S “ 0.1. The center of DTCs is represented by the isosurfaces (in blue) of
the quantity A with the value 0.17.
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Figure 5.12: Right-handed screw dislocations with minimum Burgers vector magnitude
in BPII obtained with random initial conditions or distorted bulk BPII lattice as the
initial condition. Disclinations are drawn with the isosurface (in red for the boundaries
and in green otherwise) of the nematic degree of order S “ 0.1. The center of DTCs is
represented by the isosurfaces (in blue) of the quantity A with the value 0.17.
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Figure 5.13: Left-handed screw dislocations with minimum Burgers vector magnitude
in BPII obtained with random initial condition or distorted bulk BPII as the initial
condition. Disclinations are drawn with the isosurface (in red for the boundaries and in
green otherwise) of the nematic degree of order S “ 0.1. The center of DTCs is represented
by the isosurfaces (in blue) of the quantity A with the value 0.17.
lattice as the initial condition. Only two dislocation structures are obtained. Using
the distorted bulk BPII lattice as the initial condition, we obtain the structure
shown in figure 5.12(a). We perform the simulations with different random initial
conditions for 20 times, and obtain the dislocation structure shown in figure 5.12(a)
for 4 times. For all the other 16 times, we only obtain the dislocation structure
shown in figure 5.12(b). The free energy density of these two structures are very
close to each other, indicating that they are similarly stable. The typical screw
dislocation structures of solid crystals are not clearly seen. However, the whole
structures are twisted. Compared to the bulk BP, the DTCs only break up in
several regions around the center of the simulation box. DTCs lying along the x
direction nearly stay the same, whereas DTCs lying along the y and z directions
become bent, to be compatible with the artificial boundary conditions.
To study the screw dislocation structures in BPII with left-handedness and minimum
Burgers vector magnitude, we run the calculations with the initial configuration
made up of the distorted bulk BPII, and with different random initial conditions
for 20 times. Three different dislocation structures are obtained, as shown in figure
5.13. Using the distorted bulk BPII lattice as the initial condition, we obtain the
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Figure 5.14: Right-handed screw dislocations with Burgers vector magnitude equaling two
times the lattice constant in BPII obtained with random initial condition or distorted
bulk BPII as the initial condition. Disclinations are drawn with the isosurface (in red for
the boundaries and in green otherwise) of the nematic degree of order S “ 0.1. The center
of DTCs is represented by the isosurfaces (in blue) of the quantity A with the value 0.17.
structure shown in figure 5.13(a). Whereas, using random initial conditions, we
obtain the structure shown in figure 5.13(b) for 17 times and the structure shown
in figure 5.13(c) for only three times. The difference in the free energy density of
these three dislocation structures is very tiny. In addition, the free energy density
of these three structures is close to that of the right-handed screw dislocations with
minimum Burgers vector magnitude in BPII.
Dislocations with larger Burgers vector
Figure 5.14 shows the screw dislocation structures in BPII with right-handedness
where the Burgers vector magnitude is equal to two times the lattice constant.
Once again, initial conditions are chosen to be random or distorted bulk BPII.
Only two dislocation structures are obtained. Disclinations of these structures are
strongly distorted, compared to the disclinations of the dislocation structures with
the minimum strength. The free energy density of the second structure is only
0.16% higher than that of the first structure.
In figure 5.15, we show the left-handed screw dislocations with Burgers vector
magnitude equaling two times the lattice constant in BPII obtained with random
initial condition or distorted bulk BPII as the initial condition. In this case, only
two dislocation structures are obtained. The free energy density of the second
structure is only 0.08% higher than that of the first structure, indicating that these
two dislocation structures have very similar stability.
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Figure 5.15: Left-handed screw dislocations with Burgers vector magnitude equaling two
times the lattice constant in BPII obtained with random initial condition or distorted
bulk BPII as the initial condition. Disclinations are drawn with the isosurface (in red for
the boundaries and in green otherwise) of the nematic degree of order S “ 0.1. The center
of DTCs is represented by the isosurfaces (in blue) of the quantity A with the value 0.17.
5.2.3Edge dislocations in BPI
There is an important difference between the disclination networks of BPI and
BPII. In BPI, disclinations always avoid each other, no junctions are formed. In
BPII, four disclinations meet at a junction, thus a diamond-like structure is formed.
The existence of the four-arm junctions makes the disclination network of BPII
more rigid than that of BPI. Under confinements, in many cases, BPII still shows
relatively regular structures, whereas BPI shows quite disordered structures.
In figure 5.16, we show the edge dislocation structures of BPI obtained in the case
of Geometry 233. From (a) to (f), these structures are ranked in the order of the
increasing free energy density. Structures shown in figure 5.16 (a) and (b) are
obtained with the initial condition 223 and 233, respectively. Whereas, structures
shown in figure 5.16(c-f) are obtained with different random initial conditions.
Compared to the disclination network in bulk BPI, in these structures, disclinations
break and rewire in various ways. In bulk BPI, disclination lines are always straight,
pointing in the same directions. In structures shown in figure 5.16, however, it often
happens that defect lines first go in one direction and then turn back. In figure 5.16
(a, c-f), there are defect lines that do not connect with the boundary (shown in red).
In comparison to the case of BPII, defect lines in these structures rewire in very
disordered ways, especially in structures obtained with random initial conditions.
For this reason, we choose not to show dislocation structures in BPI with larger
Burgers vectors.
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Figure 5.16: Edge dislocation of BPI obtained in the case of Geometry 233 with various
initial conditions. Disclinations are drawn with the isosurface of the nematic degree of
order S “ 0.3.
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Figure 5.17: Right-handed screw dislocation structures with the minimum Burgers vector
in BPI obtained with various initial conditions. Disclinations are drawn with the isosurface
of the nematic degree of order S “ 0.3. (a) Dislocation structure obtained with distorted
bulk BPI as the initial condition. (b-d) Dislocation structures obtained with random
initial conditions.
5.2.4Screw dislocations in BPI
Figure 5.17 shows the right-handed screw dislocation structures with minimum
Burgers vector in BPI. The structure shown in figure 5.17(a) is obtained with
distorted bulk BPI as the initial condition, whereas structures shown in figure
5.17(b-d) are obtained with random initial conditions. In the structure shown in
figure 5.17(a), defect lines roughly go in the same directions and do not turn back.
The whole structure is just like a result of a distortion of bulk BPI, and no defect
lines break and rewire. However, in dislocation structures obtained with random
initial conditions, defect lines break and rewire in very disordered ways.
The left-handed screw dislocation structures with minimum Burgers vector in BPI
is shown in figure 5.18. The structure shown in figure 5.18(a) is obtained with
distorted bulk BPI as the initial condition, whereas structures shown in figure
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Figure 5.18: Left-handed screw dislocation structures with the minimum Burgers vector in
BPI obtained with various initial conditions. Disclinations are drawn with the isosurface
of the nematic degree of order S “ 0.3. (a) Dislocation structure obtained with distorted
bulk as the initial condition. (b-d) Dislocation structures obtained with random initial
conditions.
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5.18(b-d) are obtained with random initial conditions. In the structure shown in
figure 5.18(a), defect lines exhibit very similar behaviors in comparison with defects
in bulk BPI. Again, the whole structure is like the result of a distortion of bulk BPI.
In dislocation structures obtained with random initial conditions, however, defect
lines behaves very differently from the defects in bulk BPI, showing very disordered
structures. This fact indicates that there is a large energy barrier for the system to
overcome to evolve from a random initial state to an ordered state.

6Conclusion
In this thesis, using numerical simulations based on finite difference relaxation
algorithms and Landau-de Gennes phenomenological theory, behaviors of cholesteric
blue phases (BPs) under geometrical confinements are studied. Various confinement-
induced complex BP structures are obtained.
Firstly, several types of half-skyrmion lattices are shown to be formed in BPII thin
films confined between a pair of parallel surfaces with specifically designed patterns.
The surface patterns are composed of patches on which different types of surface
anchoring (i.e., nematic field directions) are imposed. Specifically, we show that
surface patterns with different symmetry lead to different lattices of half skyrmions,
including square and triangular. We observe that the half-skyrmions elastically
adapt their profiles, effectively getting shrunk or expanded in distinct directions to
cover square, hexagonal or rectangular regions. Skyrmion lattices are shown to be
interpenetrated by lattices of singular nematic defects, that reflect the symmetry of
the skyrmion organization. Our approach can be extended to BPI thin films, with
the possibility of observing more types of skyrmion lattices in addition to the square
and triangular lattices. Our work contributes to the surface patterning approaches
for designing liquid crystal structures that may find use in practical applications,
such as photonic or storage devices.
Secondly, inspired by the three-dimensional periodic lattice structures shared by BPI,
BPII and solid crystals, and the ubiquitous dislocation structures that exist in various
materials with periodic structures, we numerically study the possible dislocations
in BPI and BPII along the [100] crystallographic direction. These dislocation
structures are induced by the confinement effects of several specifically designed
boundaries. For generating edge dislocations, BPs are confined inside a wedge cell.
Boundaries of the wedge cell are provided by the bulk BPs or the distorted bulk BPs.
For generating screw dislocations, BPs are confined in a cuboid region. Boundaries
of this region are provided by the distorted bulk BPs. Since the distorted bulk BPs
are numerically generated and experimentally intractable, boundaries composed of
distorted bulk BPs can be replaced by appropriately designed patterned surfaces.
Affected by these special boundaries, various dislocation structures are formed.
The networks of the defects and the double twist cylinders in these structures are
analyzed. We found that the dislocation structures in BPII tend to be ordered
structures, however, the structures formed in BPI tend to be quite disordered.
Extending the present study to dislocations along other crystallographic directions
will be our future work.
Finally, our study shows that surface-patterning approach is a powerful approach
to the design and stabilization of liquid crystal structures. Surface-patterning,
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alongside with geometrical confinement, will play important roles in liquid crystal
assemblies.
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Razširjeni povzetek
Uvod
V zadnjem času je vse večja pozornost namenjena analogijam med različnimi sistemi
v fiziki kondenzirane snovi. Med njimi so v ospredju analogije med holesternimi
tekočimi kristali in kiralnimi magneti [1–3]. V obeh, sicer na pogled precej različnih
sistemih se namreč pojavijo enake vrste topoloških defektov. To so skyrmioni,
vrtinčaste spinske strukture brez singularnosti. Kljub temu, da so bili prvič pred-
stavljeni v kontekstu jedrske fizike [4], so največkrat uporabljeni v kondenziranih
sistemih, kot so kiralni magneti [5], tekoči kristali [6] in Bose-Einsteinovi kondenzati
[7, 8]. V zadnjih letih so v središču pozornosti skyrmioni v magnetih, predvsem
zaradi potencialne uporabe v informacijski tehnologiji, npr. za shranjevanje po-
datkov [5]. V sredini celega skyrmiona je enotski vektor ureditvenega parametra n
vzporeden osi rotacijske simetrije in se postopoma zavrti tako, na robu skyrmiona
kaže v nasprotno smer. V primeru, ko se n od središča do roba zavrti le za kot π
2
,
se objekt imenuje pol-skyrmion. Pomembno je, da v tekočih kristalih direktorsko
polje n ni vektorsko, saj ni usmerjeno in sta n ter ´n ekvivalentna. Ta lastnost
v tekočih kristalih omogoča formacijo defektov, ki v drugih klasičnih vektorskih
sistemih niso mogoči.
Standarden pristop za ustvarjanje in stabilizacijo defektov v tekočih kristalih je
uporaba ograditev. V nasprotju z učinki ograditve nematskih in holesternih tekočih
kristalov, ki so dobro raziskani, je bilo do nedavnega o učinkih ograditve modrih
faz znanega le malo [18]. Modre faze (BP) se pojavijo v močno kiralnih nematikih
v ozkem temperaturnem območju kot vmesna stopnja med izotropno in holesterno
fazo. Obstajajo tri vrste modrih faz, poimenovane BPI, BPII in BPIII, ki se pojavijo
zaporedoma, z zviševanjem temperature. V nasprotju z BPIII, v kateri ne opazimo
kristalnih simetrij, ima molekularna orientacijska ureditev v BPI in BPII simetrije
idealnih tridimenzionalnih kristalnih mrež. Gradnik modre faze je t.i. valj z dvojnim
zvojem direktorskega polja (DTC), ki je prikazan na sliki 1(a) v modri barvi. Na
sliki 1(b) je narisano direktorsko polje v preseku DTC-ja. V posameznem DTC-ju
se direktor zavrti za kot π
4
od sredine do roba valja. Na slikah 1(c–d) sta prikazani
iz več DTC-jev in disklinacijskih linij sestavljeni osnovni celici BPI and BPII.
V zadnjih letih se je, ob odkritju modrih faz v širših temperaturnih območjih [19, 20],
povečalo zanimanje za obnašanje modrih faz v ograditvi. V večini raziskav so bile za
ograditev uporabljene enakomerne površine. V Ref. [33] so na substratih ustvarili
kemično obdelane površine na nanometerskih skalah, ki so omogočile formacijo
stabilnih monokristalnih domen modrih faz na makroskopskih (milimetrskih) skalah
in so določale orientacijo kristalografskih ravnin kristalne mreže. V 4. poglavju
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a b
Double twist alignment
c
d
BPI BPII
Slika 1: (a) Osnovni gradnik modre faze - valj z dvojnim zvojem (DTC). (b) Ureditev
direktorja (v zelenem), prikazana v preseku DTC-ja. (c) Enotska celica modre faze
I. (d) Enotska celica modre faze II. Obe celici poleg sklada DTC-jev vključujeta tudi
disklinacijske linije (v rumeni barvi).
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disertacije preučim tanke plasti modrih faz, ki so omejene z dvema enako obdelanima
vzporednima površinama, ki na različnih območjih vsilita planarno ali homeotropno
površinsko sidranje. Z uporabo numeričnih simulacij pokažem, da lahko s pomočjo
preproste strategije obdelave površin v tankih plasteh tekočekristalnih modrih faz
BPII ustvarimo različne kvazi-dvodimenzionalne mreže pol-skyrmionov.
Druga zanimiva analogija med raznimi sistemi fizike kondenzirane snovi so vsepris-
otne periodične strukture. Dislokacije v periodičnih strukturah so območja kjer se
sestavni elementi ne nahajajo na pričakovanih položajih. Pojavijo se v raznoraznih
materialih, vse od trdnih kristalov [36], do mehke snovi [37, 38] in igrajo pomem-
bno vlogo v mnogih fizikalnih procesih. Modre faze BPI in BPII se v notranjosti
materiala uredijo v mreže s periodičnostjo v treh dimenzijah, kar nakazuje na
možnost pojava dislokacij v teh vrstah tekočih kristalov, če sistem zmotimo. Obstoj
disklinacij je bil dokazan v nekaj eksperimentih, do sedaj pa še ni bilo podrobno
raziskano, ne eksperimentalno, niti v teoriji, kako naj bi takšne disklinacije v modrih
fazah izgledale. V 5. poglavju te disertacije z uporabo numeričnih simulacij raziščem
dislokacije, ki bi se lahko pojavile v modrih fazah.
Pol-skyrmionske mreže ustvarjene s pomočjo obdelave
površin.
V 4. poglavju te disertacije numerično preučujem strukture v modrih fazah BPII,
ki jih omejujeta periodično obdelani vzporedni površini, ob predpostavki, da sta
zgornja in spodnja površina enako obdelani. Za povzročitev nastanka defektov
smo zasnovali štiri različne površinske periodičnega vzorce molekularnega sidranja
imenovane Vzorec S1, Vzorec S2, Vzorec H1 in Vzorec H2, katerih osnovne celice
so prikazane na slikah 2(a-d). Vzorec S1 in Vzorec H1 sta sestavljena iz tankih
trakastih območij (prikazano v rdeči) debeline t in okroglih območij (prikazano v
svetlo modri) z enakim premerom t. Vzorec S2 in Vzorec H2 dobimo, če odstranimo
trakove v Vzorcu S1 in Vzorcu S2. Na območjih tankih trakov kot željeno orientacijo
direktorja na površini izberemo enakomerno planarno, kot prikazujejo dvoglave črne
puščice. Površinsko sidranje je močno. Na površini okroglih točk vsiljujemo močno,
na vseh področjih izven trakov in točk pa šibko homeotropno sidranje.
Struktura pridobljena z uporabo Vzorca S1 je prikazana na sliki 3(a). Disklinacijske
linije (v rumeni) so prikazane kot izopovršine skalarnega ureditvenega parametra z
vrednostjo S “ 0.2. Direktor (v zeleni) je narisan v sredinski ravnini (vzporedni
ograditvenima površinama) območja simulacije. Na območjih, kjer se sekajo štiri
ravninski trakovi (pravokotniki v rdeči na sliki 2) Vzorca S1, se pojavijo pari -1/2
disklinacijskih linij z majhnim medsebojnim odmikom v smeri y. Izopovršine z
S “ 0.3 so prikazane z rdečo barvo. Pari ločenih izopovršin z S “ 0.2 se združijo v
eno izopovršino z večjo vrednostjo S, kar pomeni, da je ob uporabi različnih robnih
pogojev možno ustvariti disklinacijske linije z ovojnim številom -1. Tipične lastnosti
pol-skyrmionov, ki sestavljajo kvadratno mrežo, so jasno razvidne iz direktorskega
polja.
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Slika 2: Štirje različni površinski vzorci. (a-b) Vzorca S1 in S2 sta zasnovana za ustvarjanje
kvadratnih pol-skyrmionskih mrež. (c-d) Vzorca H1 in H2 sta zasnovana za ustvarjanje
trikotnih pol-skyrmionskih mrež. Območja označena z zeleno mrežo predstavljajo predele,
kjer ograditvene površine sekajo DTC-je.
Top view 
Side view 
Top view
Side view Side view 
Top view
ba c
Slika 3: (a-b) Kvadratni skyrmionski mreži, pridobljeni z uporabo Vzorca S1. (c) Kvadratna
skyrmionska mreža, pridobljena z uporabo Vzorca S2. Zeleni valjčki prikazujejo direktorsko
polje v osrednji ravnini. Z rumeno in rdečo barvo pa so označene disklinacije.
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V želji raziskati vpliv debeline ravninskih trakov in homeotropnih točk na strukture
v ograjenih modrih fazah smo izvedli izračune pri večji vrednosti t, pri čemer smo
ohranili vrednosti d in b nespremenjeni. Pridobljena struktura je prikazana na sliki
3(b), kjer so disklinacijske linije (v rumeni) narisane kot izopovršine skalarnega
ureditvenega parametra z vrednostjo S “ 0.12. Tudi v tem primeru se skyrmioni
uredijo v kvadratno mrežo. Zaradi večje vrednosti t, se vsak par -1/2 disklinacijskih
linij prikazanih na sliki 3(a) združi v eno samo linijo z ovojnim številom -1. -
1 disklinacijske linije so pravokotne na obdelani površini. Oblika skyrmiona je
v idealnem primeru kvadratna. -1 disklinacijske linije ležijo točno na stičiščih
kvadratov, kar se ujema s stičišči trakov s planarnim sidranjem v Vzorcu S1.
Z uporabo Vzorca S2 je možno ustvariti bolj zapleteno mrežo pol-skyrmionov, ki je
prikazana na sliki 3(c). Središča pol-skyrmionov še vedno tvorijo kvadratno mrežo.
V smeri diagonal kvadratov so pari -1/2 disklinacijskih linij razmaknjeni za več
kot 1/4 dolžine diagonale. Tovrstne linije so pravokotne na ograditveni površini in
tvorijo deformirano mrežo v obliki satja.
Ph1,d=0.3, a=1.4, r=10nm. S=0.2 
Top view
Side view
Slika 4: Trikotna skyrmionska mreža, pridobljena z uporabo vzorca H1. Disklinacijske
linije tvorijo mrežo v obliki satja.
Slika 4 prikazuje skyrmionsko mrežo, pridobljeno z uporabo vzorca H1. V tej
strukturi pol-skyrmioni tvorijo trikotno mrežo, med tem ko -1/2 disklinacijske
linije tvorijo mrežo v obliki satja - dvojno trikotno mrežo. Gostota proste energije
trikotne skyrmionske mreže v tanki plasti je lahko manjša od gostote proste energije
neograjene BPII v tanki plasti, torej so takšne strukture posebej energetsko stabilne.
Enako mrežo lahko ustvarimo že z uporabo Vzorca H2 s homeotropnimi točkami brez
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Slika 5: (a) Robno dislokacijo stabiliziramo s povšinsko plastjo, kjer BP osnovne celice
ustrezno deformiramo. (b) Tri dimenzionalna struktura ustrezno deformirane površinske
plasti. (c) Vijačno dislokacijo inducirajo ustrezno deformirane BP celice v površinski plasti.
(d) Potek disklinacij v tako deformirani površinski plasti. Podrobnosti so v osnovnem
tekstu.
pomoči trakov s planarnim sidranjem, če z ustreznim izborom debeline zagotovimo
nižjo gostoto proste energije.
Dislokacije v modrih fazah
Z namenom, da bi kontrolirali tvorbo dislokacij smo zasnovali več posebnih tipov
mejnih območij, ki ograjujejo modre faze. Ta so sestavljena iz enako urejenih
modrih faz kot so v neograjenem materialu in ustrezno deformirane modrofazne
ureditve, odvisno od vrste dislokacije (Slika 5, za podrobnosti glej poglavje 5). Za
pridobivanje različnih struktur smo za začetne pogoje uporabili naključno ureditev
ali ustrezno deformirane modre faze. Prikazanih je le nekaj tipičnih struktur z
dislokacijami.
Na sliki 6 je prikazana ena od možnih struktur z robnimi dislokacijami v BPII.
Pozicije DTC-jev (v modri) so prikazane kot izopovršine količine A z vrednostjo
0.17. Ta karakterizira oddaljenost od osi DTC-ja in je opisana v 3. poglavju.
Znotraj ograjenega območja se pojavijo trije stolpci osnovnih celic. Prva dva z
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Slika 6: Ena od struktur z robnimi dislokacijami v BPII. Na presečnih ravninah 1-8
so z zelenimi valčki predstavljena direktorska polja. Disklinacijske linije so prikazane
kot izopovršine (v rdeči barvi na robovih in v zeleni znotraj klinaste celice) nematskega
ureditvenega parametra z vrednostjo S “ 0.1. Potek DTC-jev je prikazan s cilindričnimi
objekti v svetlo modri barvi (Podrobnosti so v osnovnem tekstu.).
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Slika 7: Desno-sučne vijačne dislokacije v BPII z najmanjšo velikostjo Burgersovega
vektorja. Prikaz vključuje tako disklinacije (zeleno/rdeče), kot DTC-je (svetlo modro).
leve sestavljata dve osnovni celici BPII, tretjega pa tri. Med drugim in tretjim
stolpcem osnovnih celic se pojavi robna dislokacija. Za prikaz direktorskega polja
izberemo ravnine (v sivi), ki so pravokotne na os y in jih označimo s številkami od
1 do 8. Polje v vsaki od izbranih ravnin je prikazano na desni (v zeleni). Iz omrežja
DTC-jev in mreže disklinacij lahko razberemo lastnosti robnih dislokacij.
Na sliki 7 sta prikazani strukturi z desno-sučnimi vijačnimi dislokacijami v BPII z
najmanjšo velikostjo Burgersovega vektorja, ustvarjeni z uporabo različnih začetnih
pogojev. Pojavita se le dve različni strukturi. Slika 7(a) prikazuje strukturo, ki se
pojavi, če za začetni pogoj uporabimo ustrezno deformirane modre faze BPII. Ko
smo za začetni pogoj uporabili naključno ureditev, je bil v 4 od 20 primerov končni
rezultat enaka struktura kot na sliki 7(a). V ostalih 16 primerih se je pojavila
struktura, ki jo prikazuje slika 7(b). Tipičnih struktur z vijačnimi dislokacijami, ki
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Slika 8: Robne dislokacije v BPI z najmanjšim Burgersovim vektorjem, pridobljene z
različnimi začetnimi pogoji. Prikaz vključuje disklinacije (zeleno v notranjosti in rdeče kot
robni pogoj).
se pojavljajo v trdnih kristalih, nismo opazili, sta pa obe odkriti strukturi gledano
v celoti zviti. V primerjavi z nedeformirano modro fazo se DTC-ji zlomijo le v
določenih območjih. DTC-ji, ki ležijo v smeri osi x ostanejo skoraj enaki, med tem
ko se DTC-ji, ki ležijo v smereh osi y in z ukrivijo, da zadostijo zahtevanim robnim
pogojem.
Na sliki 8 so prikazane strukture z robnimi dislokacijami v BPI z najmanjšo velikostjo
Burgersovega vektorja. Strukture se razporejene od (a) do (f) glede na gostoto
proste energije, od najmanjše do največje vrednosti. Če za začetni pogoj uporabimo
deformirane modre faze BPI, se pojavita strukturi, ki sta prikazani na slikah 8 (a)
in (b), med tem ko se strukture, ki so prikazane na slikah 8(c-f) pojavijo, če za
začetni pogoj izberemo naključno ureditev. V primerjavi z disklinacijskimi linijami
v nedeformiranih modrih fazah se disklinacijske linije v teh strukturah razklopijo in
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Slika 9: Strukture z desno-sučnimi dislokacijami v BPI z najmanjšo velikostjo Burgersovega
vektorja, pridobljene z različnimi začetnimi pogoji. Prikaz vključuje disklinacije (zeleno v
notranjosti in rdeče kot robni pogoj).
ponovno povežejo na več različnih načinov. V nedeformiranih modrih fazah so vedno
ravne in kažejo v enako smer. Nasprotno se v strukturah na sliki 8 pogosto zgodi, da
linije sprva kažejo v eno smer, nato pa se obrnejo nazaj v nasprotno smer. Na slikah
8 (a, c-f) opazimo tudi defektne linije, ki se ne povežejo z robom (prikazanim v
rdeči). V primerjavi s strukturami v BPII se defektne linije v BPI ponovno povežejo
bolj neurejeno, še posebej ob uporabi naključnih začetnih pogojev.
Slika 9 prikazuje strukture z desno-sučnimi dislokacijami v BPI z najmanjšo velikostjo
Burgersovega vektorja. Strukturo, ki je prikazana na sliki 9(a) dobimo, če za začetni
pogoj uporabimo deformirane modre faze BPI, strukture na slikah 9(b-d) pa, če
za začetni pogoj uporabimo naključno ureditev. V strukturi na sliki 9(a) defektne
linije v grobem tečejo v isti smeri in se ne obračajo. Celotna struktura deluje kot
popačena modra faze BPI. Defektne linije se ne razklopijo. Če za začetni pogoj
uporabimo naključno ureditev, se defektne linije razklopijo in ponovno povežejo na
bolj zapletene načine.
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Zaključek
V disertaciji sem z uporabo numeričnih simulacij raziskal obnašanje modrih faz v
kompleksni ograditvi, kjer poleg geometrije vzorčimo tudi sidranje na površinah.
Najprej sem pokazal, da se v tankih plasteh modrih faz BPII, ograjenih z dvema
vzporednima površinama s posebnimi vzorci sidranja pojavijo različne mreže pol-
skyrmionov. Periodični vzorci obdelanih površin z različnimi simetrijami vodijo do
različnih mrež pol-skyrmionov, vključno s kvadratno in trikotno mrežo. V drugem
delu sem preučil strukture z različnimi dislokacijami v modrih fazah BPI in BPII, ki
jih vsilimo z posebej načrtovanimi robnimi pogoji. Analiziral sem omrežja defektov
in DTC-jev. Pokazal sem, da imajo dislokacije precej bolj kompleksno strukturo
kot analogne strukture v trdnih kristalih. Študija je pokazala, kako v ograjenih
modrih fazah s primerno izbrano geometrijo in specifičnim vzorčenjem površinskega
sidranja molekul lahko stabiliziramo kompleksne strukture. Kontrolirana tvorba
takih dvolomnih struktur ima potencial za uporabo v fotoniki na osnovi mehke
snovi.
